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The 'written work concerning the concept of tran:-;parcncy was conceived in
the Spring of 1955 by Colin Rmvc, educated as an architect, student of architectural
historian Rudolf WittkowCf l and by Robert Slutzky, painter and student of Josef
Albers. At. Ihal time, both were at the School of Architecture at the University of
Texas in Austin; Robert Slutzky was responsible for the teaching of drawing and color
design, Colin Rowe was professor of architectural design. The essay was ready for
j)rinting in Fall of that same year; already in Winter, a second essay had been writ~
ten as a sequel to the study, and a third part outlined in Spring of 1056.
Variolls circumstances delayed the publication ofLhc second part (an cxam~
pte would be the willingness of "The Architectural Review" to accept the piece on
the condition that certain sections concerning Gropius be omitted) until it finally
appeared in 1964 in "Perspecta 8", The Yale Architectural Journal, slightly abridged,
'tltlder the tille "Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal".
The significance of this essay is threefold: Firstly, it demonstrates both a
sober as well as a precise and fact-related working technique that is seldom applied
'"tcnli'chilcCtui'ai w6rks of the 20th Century. Secondly: Uor more than half a century,
'architects and critics of architecture have secn thc significance of architectural development in the fact that an avant-garde necessarily brings rorth what is new in a COI1iitiuous, un inter up ted sllccession. There is, in contrast, still hardly any effort directed toward abstracting from the abundance of existing works the insights or mcthods
which, whcn freed from the particulm and the personal or isolated cases, bccomc

transferable and available. llere lies the fundamental value of the work of Rowe and
Slutzky; it demonstrates by way of example that theoretical bases can be obtained
1'1'0111 what has heen developed empirically. This is of particular topical interest today.
And thirdly, the concept of transparency in architecture elaborated by Rowe and
Slutzky demonstrates a possibility for the classification of complexity and lucidity that
sec-ills to us to be cspecially timely. Its applicability, moreover, is extraordinarily multilayered.
For these reasons, I have translated and commented on "Transparency".
The hasis for the translation was laid by the text in "Pcrspecta 8" (PR). The footnotes
specify where this version deviates substantially in word or meaning from the original 19.')5 essay (EI:') I thank Robert Slutzky for making the first text available to me.
For permission to reprint the article, I thank the editors of "Perspeeta".
The essay i!':> now being published in the first volumc of the Le Corbusier
Studies of the Institute for History and TIH.:ory of Architecture of the ETII because
the concept of transparency as specifically formulated by Rowe and Slutzky is demonstrated on two of Lc Cor busier's masterworks - olle executed building alld one project - and because, thanks to this concept, it becoilles possible to clarify a typical feature of I.e Corhusicr's architectural work that until now has never been descrihed.
13crnhard lIoeflJi

(1968)

Werner Oechslin
"Transparency": The Search for a Reliable
Design Method in Accordance with the
Principles of Modern Architecture~
On March 12, 19()X, Robert Slutzky wrote from New York to Bernhard
I Ioesli, who had requested information from him about the origin and development of the "Transparency" tcxts: "Firstly, let me again thank you for your marvellous efforts re: Transparency. It is comforting to know that one can have a forum
on the other side of the Atlantic, particularly when the \liten:t!' transparentists reign
sO supreme these days ... "I These first Jines lead directly to the center of the problematic of Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky's co-authored writings under the title
"Transparency". Even when I Joesli and the newly founded /nstill(fC gla in Zurich
were preparing to publish Transparenz for the first time in book form as the first
volume of a planned series of Le Corbusier studies, Slutzky himself was not sure
anymore how this writing had come about. 2 He was suggesting, moreover, that
there was no lack of "transparent" architecture ill the world, and that the authors
of "Transparency" were deceiving themselves if they thought they could assert the
"metaphor" ,-, their own sense of transparency, that is against a far too literal
interpretatioll of a term treated as a synonym for "modern".] The hope that their
earlier efforts could be developed OIl the European side of the Atlantic incidentally, also express<.:d by those in Europe --- was all the more understandable. Be
that as it may, in 106o, when Iloesly was preparing the German edition of the first
part, complete with commentary, what had heen proposed in the mid-1950s as
holding great promise for the future was apparently largely forgotten. Today, that
very phase of architecture discllssion, prematurely fallen prey to myth, is part of
history aJld an object of historjcal reconstruction, as Alexander Caragonne has
proposed in The Texas Rangers. il 5,'hort Elistory ofa Teaching Program at the Universify of Texas Col/eKe ofAf'chilcc/((I'C /95/-/958:1 Caragonne vicws the interrupted architectural discussion that took place during the years het ween 1051 and
t 05K as hound up with the slory of the Texas Rangers. He leaves off his account
with the question, "what would have happened ir ... '1"5 Furthermore, in an epi·,
logue, Caragontle cites John Hejduk, one of the Texas Rangers, who in /981
described the episode as if the move from experiment to routine had automatically led to the decay of the idea: "Arter the Texas thing reached Cornell, it just
dried up. It became academic. They took Corb, analyzed him to death and they

~ This lex! was written ror the French
edition or "Trnllsparellcy" (cf. Rolin
Rowe cl Rohert Slutzky, Traflsparcfu;(',
,-celled virlll{'/lc, Pari:-;: f ~ditions du IJcmiCercle, 1992, pp. 7rf.). Sillce then, a com~
prchellsivc account of the evolution of
thi:-; tcxt has bee I) included by Alexander
Caragonne in his book ·the Texas
Rallgl'l~\·. A Short I fislOlY of {/ Teacllin!;
J>rr)!;lmll at the (Jllil'CI:W·ty of Texas Col~

{Cp,c of /\rchitec{(lre 1951 --195C1 (Camhridge, Mass.: MIT llress, t (93), based on
the material in the archives at the l11stitnl gta. The author had (he opportunity
to examine the first draft of this work,
for which he is very grateful to A.
Caragol111e. The references in the footnotes to the present article refer to the
published b{)ok.
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squeezed all the juice (lut of him ... The warm Texas breeze hit the chill of Ithaca
and then rained itself ou1."6 But such poetic images have done more to shore up
the myth of the Texas Rangers than to diminish it. The story of the experiment:-:;
and experiences of that time has remained obscure until quite recently, the only
directly available thcorctkal evidence is the texts themselves.
.Just how inadequate recollections of this event remained for far too tong
is demonstrated in the 1968 exchange of leUers cited above. IIowcvcr, from
Slutzky's answers to J-Jocs!i's questions at that lime, it was firmly established that
Rowe and Slutzky conceived of the first "Transparency" article in the spring of
1955, cOl1unilled it to paper during the following months, and completed it in the
summer of the sallle year. 7 Immediately afterward, in fall and winter, the authors
emharked on a sequel of "Transparency", and ultimately outlined a third, never
puhlished article in spring of the following year.
But this was not enough! The article was sent to the most importantjoufIlals, without success.~ The Archileclumll?eview declined publication on the basis
of remarks considered to he too critical of Gropills - everyone guessed that Nikolaus Pevsner was behind this\) ~ a rejection which was evidently still vexing until
very recently and which distracted from the main issue.1()The text was then shelved
until 1962, when Yale University contacted Colin Rowe about it. The first part of
"Transparency" was finally published in Perspecia 8 in 1963. 11 Thus at the time
that HoesJi was working on the German edition, only the first part of "Transparency" had appeared in a published, thai is, a final vcrsion. Moreover, as this
version had beell modified rrom the copy of the manuscript in his possession, I-IocsIi decided not only to write a commentary hut to put together a "critical edition", 12
As if extracting the "true" text from various codices, Hoesli cited in footnotes the
small deviations from he original typewritten manuscript Slutzky had sent him. 13
But hefore the German version was published, other forms of publication had been examined, again typical of the protracted process of having this text
printed. The small volume TransparellZ was to mark the beginning of H new series
entitled "I ,e Corbusier Studien" to he issued by the Institute for the 1-listory and
Theory o/" Architecture (gta), founded a year earlier in 1967, a series Hoesli privat0ly referred to as "Zurich Studies of ] ,_C".14 Zurich was to lay the roundation
stone for the upcoming phase of Lc Corhusier research, and it also is In this sense
as an analysis or Le Corbusier that Transparenz was cvidently to be understood. Whether this research, combined with other articles about Le Corbusier,
was actually to he published was stillllnder discussion. It was then that I-Ioesli had
his "saving inspiration" that he shared with the director of the gta Institute, Adolf
Max Vogt, in a letter of February 1t{, 1968: "As Volume I, along with the translation of Rowe, we'll print the study t\pres Ie Cubisme by L-C and Ozenfant! This
deals with one of tile first theoretical works by I,-C, if not the first. Cited over and
over again hy him, hardly known, long out-of-print."15 To what extent J-Ioesli's
distance from Colin Rowe at this point played a role in these considerations can
only be surmised. It is certain, however, that analysis of the (historical) object
alone was not enough for I loesli; rather, as he cxplained in his commentary and
in particular in 11K addendum hc wrote later, it was essential thatthcrc be some
consequences favouring dcsign methods in acconbnce with the didadic attempts
in Texas 1](: had left orr. Behind the suggestion to publish "Transparericy" together with "Aprb; lc Cubisme" thus lay this reasoning: "The combination would also
be in the spirit of the Institute's work: factual foundation and elaboration; Rowe's
article, which hegins with painting and moves to architecture, would be the midcentury ccll() of earlier postulates. And thus the whole is our contribution through
din~ct cOllfrontatioll, not simply a !lew publication or translation!'lh
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No doubt, for I locsh at this point, the Texas experiment lay far hack in
time. After hc began to teach at the ETII Zurich on April t, 1960, his path led him
only sporadicaUy hack to the USA, the final time in 1967 when he was a visiting
professor at Cornell. Hc had exchanged letters during that year with his later collaborator and colleague at the FTJ I, FranzOswald,about the situation and development at American schools of architecture, and he had also maintained contact
with old friends from Austin who had kept him up to date on the current state of
affairs. This was how HoesIi learned from John llcjduk that the concept of transparency definitely had its advantages: "It hegins to be useful."i7 Oswald himself
was searching at that time for a way to put the Texas Rangers' model tn the test
within a practical curriculum. lie reacted to Hoesli's "Transparency" publication
project with enthusiasm -- despite Cornell's rather unencouragillg attitude toward
his course and sent Hoesli a lisl of definitions and descriptions that would doubtless aid him in his undertaking.!O The 1968 publication on transparency was thus
intended to stand as "fhe contribution of the still inexhaustible possibilities of the
Cubist aesthetic" and "demonstrate the relevance and application" or the COllcept. 1<JThe exchange of letters with Oswald makes it very clear that Hoesli's ohjective with "transparency" continued to he first and foremost to tic into the original attempt of the Texas Rangers to formulate and further a method of design.
This was confirmed in his teachings at the ETI-) then as well as later.
On March 19, 196t{, Slutzky telegraphed I [oesli: "article two requires revision unavailable for present publication, ,,2,0 Because the gtn volume was to come
out shortly, the inclusion of the second "Transparency" article hy Rowe and
Slutzky was not possible. It would appcar for the first lime in 1973 in Perspecta
13/t4?1 BuL il was not included hy Rowe in his own collected articles of 1")76, nor
was it integrated into any of the latcr editions of the gta publication. The reason
for this lies in the fact that in his 1968 commentary HoesJi ha<J madc reference to
examples presented in this second article - Michelangelo's San I,orenzo fa,ade,
for instanceJ2 Thus the history of Transparcnz was influenced not a little by contingency and -Ilomen cst omen - belied many of the expectations that accompanied this publieation; it was certainly anything but transparent! The reason probably resides in the fact that "transparency" was not simply synonymous with the
Texas Rangcrs' experiment, as Hoesli himself realized.
Obviously, the didactic experiments at the University o[Tcxas School of
Architecture, at least when one reads bctween I loesli's lines, were 1I0t adequately reflected in the "Transparency" texIs of Rowe and Slutzky. But these were the
experiments that were decisive for llocsli as a teacher oJ architecture. The experiences and knowledge he had gained between IlJ5-1 and llJ56, at which point the
Texas Rangers werc dispersed after their relatively short period of activity togelher, he later carricd forward at the ET[ I Zurich. I-lis fundamental insight into the
universal niltufe of learning - identical to that of research was the conviction
that architectural thinking was a form of intellectual activity. To get to the core of
this thinking, pealing away the outer layers to arrive at a reliable method, was his
professed, if never explicitly defined, objectivc. I Ioesli did not tackle the problem
by means of a basic analysis oj' the theoretical model along the lines of an Alberti, for cxample.23 I Ie tried much 1110re to arrive at a systematic position empirically, by way of experimcntation on the object of modern architeclure -- parlicll~
lady on the work of Le Corbllsier. 24 As the notes from his lessons in Austin testify,
Hoesli had his students underta ke praclical exercises, like the produclion of "threedimensional relational diagrams" for example, and then to answer in writing the
question "What is architectural design?"2:'i In this way, the students would be able
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to verify their methodology for Ihcmsclvc:::>. They would also avoid ending tip with

all:'lwers that were overly definitive-or final. Instead, the emphasis wa::.; Oil the cxpcrimcntainalurc of the exercise.

In an intcrnalmclllorandum, sent in March of 1954 to lIarwcll 1- lal11iltol1
I farris, dean of the College of Architecture, Rowe and f locsli specified the intellectual requiremenl of the architecture curriculum, speaking of "certain principles" as well as of "essential knowlcdgc"Y' They considered such requirements
cornerstones and orientation points, indeed the hasis of a didactic approach that
was, in fact, the central piece of the Texas Rangers' program. Critical assessment
of the "formal systems" of Wright, Le Corbusicr, and Mics was the declared goal
of the curriculum. After affirming "their form will be used with or without conscious knowledge", Rowe and Hoesli then laid down the challenge: "It is the duty
of an academy to make knowledge conscious."27 This was exactly as precise as it
was general in that it still len (he possibilities of such a "coming to consciousncss"
undefined. Peter Eisenrnan, in an overview or the significance or American architectural journals - in which he rct'erred to the concept of "transparency" as "still
unexplored" - prefaced his reflections with a quotation from Panofsky: "It has
rightly heen said that theory, if not received at the door of all empirical discipline,
comes in through the chinmey like a ghost and upsets the furniture. But it is no
less true that history, if not received at the door of a theoretical discipline, creeps
into the cellar like a horde of mice and undermines the groundwork." This variation on the theme of the cternal relationship between theory and practice also has
its application with respect to the Texas program.
But in Austin, a certain poetic license was welcome, the privilege of a
younger generation who not only permit themselves a partisan point of view, more
precisely, but detect certain advantages in it. If vanity was injured -, clearly that of
Gropius, for instan:ce ~,- or progressive thinkers ralher disdainfully dismissed, they
thought little of it. This mllst be remembered today if the discllssions of that time
arc to he newly assessed. Gicdioll, whose comparison of the Dcssau Bauhaus with
Picasso's J1rh~siel1ne would become a famous fJic~ce de resistance with respect to
"transparency" had, of course, already thought long and hard about the subject.
In 'f,le lJef.{innings of Art, however not published until 19()2, he portrayed transparency, abstraction, and symhol as sources oJ both prehistoric and modern art?N
But as early as 1944, in his foreword 10 (,yorgy Kcpes' volul11e I JlflJ;ua};e of Vision,
he endorsed Kepcs' desire "to put earlier demands into concrete terms and on a
still wider social plane" - a goal that fully corresponds to that pursued later by the
Texas Rangers-- and at the samc time condemned a bliud avant-gardism- "change
for change's sake'?') Yet, while the authors of "Transparcncy" explicitly derivt.:-d
theirconcepl and itsdoublc meaning from Kepes and Moholy-Nagy, from Giedion,
who was responsihle for placing the theme of the dependence of modern architecture on painting at the heart of ,,)'pace, rime and ArchiICC{l(re, they selected out
exactly those points or friction that wcre best suited to illustrating and distinguishing their own position. l,ater, in his German translation, I-Ioesli critically
noted that the quotations from Giedion fOllnd in 'frill1SparCflZ should he taken
polemically inasmuch as they were inessential to the hasic argut11ent.:l O On the
other hand, Slutzky confirmed still in 1989 that lhe "transparency" discussion had
essentially arisen out of a critique of (I iedion, and any concept ual and fundamental
clarification should be sought on this basisY That -,Gropius' Dessau Bauhaus
should become a victim in this connection ~~ and, as a consequence, that the publicalion of "Transparency" should almost have been prevented - is understandable
in view of the situation at that time, when Bauhaus-oriented didactics at American schools of architecture wcrc by this time thoroughly pr6dominanL 32
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(:onsequcntly, the didactic goals of the 'J'exas Rangers were diametrically opposed
to those of Ci-ropius and Breller at Ilarvard. This hecomes strikingly noticeahle
when one compares the tasks that were assigned to (he students. The recipcs recommended at Harvard combining material and constructional preconditions
with individual solutions, so as to produce "visual variety" ~ were later portrayed
not altogether unjustly hy Klaus I Jcrdeg as entirely meaningless in terms of a definite architectural result.:n If at Harvard one proceeded pragmatically, on the
basis of economic and constructional ractors, and ultimately also on the hasis of
"less definable psychological requirements H ,:14 then the reverse was trlle for the
Texas Rangers, for whom "form follows l"orl1l".:'15 The t larvard proccss or architectonic "form-finding" had to be radically attacked from the standpoint or artistic premises of form. Only thus can it be explained why Rowe and Hoesli wcnt
beyond the immediate requirements in tlleir 1954 memorandum in Austin returni ng to the incunabula of modern archi tecture: to f ,e Corbusier's I)om-ino scheme
and Van Doeshurg's series of "Counter Constructions" of It)2:t 16 These images
were over thirty years old at the time, hut nevertheless little had OCCUlTed since
that was not already implicit in these drawings. 37
Thus, despite the American presence of Gicdion and I farvard, the starting point for the Texas Rangers was distinctly linked to the beginning of the modern rnovement in Europe. There, at the root itself, problems could hest be detected and further elaborated. It is said, that Hocsli especially liked to point out that
the first generation that had matured with the modern period was now grown, and
with this maturation had assumed a particular ohligatton no longer merely to
expound modernism as a creed or doctrine, hut to systematically and methodically
research it with the aim of helping it prove its validity and gain acceptanee. 3S In so
saying, objectivity was at least set up as a goal, although naturally not a completely
new onc. Dc Stijl had long ago waved the banner of objectivity, and CJropius as
wel1 had already propagated the "objective validity" of the new architectural
results in his lnlefll(ltiof1al Architeclllre in 1925 -- even if coupled with a wholly different subject matter. In America, too, it had been impossible for a long time to
ignore the demand to describe and definc the objective foundations of modern is 111.
The Museum of Modern Art in New York - an authority on the subject since its
exhibition Modern Architecture and its simultaneous propagation or the "International Style" in 1932 -- had provided a genealogy for lhe origins of modern form
in 1936 in their exhibition Cuhi.Wl (fnd Abstract Art, and had thereby suggested
that modern architecturc was the synthesis or Purism, De Stijl and the Ballhalls.:N
But even thc Museum or Modern Art quickly fell baek on commonplaces, going
so far as to t urn to the old Vitruvian triad/frmi/as, utili/cis and vCI/llslas in an attempt
to make the principles of modern architecture availahle for popular understanding. 40 In this context it is even more self-evident and understandable that the Texas
Rangers should sec their efforts as a counter to the situation of the time, a situation in their eyes sweepingly vague and unclear.
But it was with Cuhism und Abstract Atlthat the role of America rather
than Europe as spearhead of modernism was displayed and c1aimed. '11 In the cata~
loglle for the New York exhibition the theme was illustrated - in the best propagandist traditiol1--under the title "Contrast and Condeseension" by means of two
posters created for the 1921) Pressa exhibitioll in Cologne: according to the COIl1ment<uy in the catalogue introduction, the more conventional poster had been
puhlished for the Anglo~American public, which at the time "would not appreciate ... t-;implicity and abstraction", but now the roles were reversed: "-Today times
have changed.'''12 Y ct how correct was this assessment in 1936 or for the time
that followed? A look at the American pUblications of the period that aligned
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themselves less with the avant-gardc and thus were free or a future-oriented pampblet rhetoric afrords a more rcprcscntcltivc picture of the general state of architecture and architectural education in the USA. In his portrayal or the development of the School of Architecture at Columbia University, published in '1954,
Thcodor K. Rohdcnbcrg entitled the chapter concerning the years 1933--,'1954
"Revolution and Clarification".41 But it quickly becomes clear that this revolution
was confined to the "implications or the contcmporary materials and methods of
construction" and, incidentally, relied on the thesis-," hythis point iongsincc revised
and supplemented by Clicdion himself that new spatial concepts would he guaranteed hy the new technical requirell1ents:H Here one finds again the reintroduction of the Vitrllvian "synthesis of 'commodity, firmness and delight"'.45 Initiatives relating to the design curricululll, on the other hand, were reduced to the
gellcnll, l1oncommital fonnula of "form concepti()IlS in three dimensions", incidentally without disowning in any way the Beaux-Arts traditioll. 46 Similarly, in
Yale, in 1950 --- the same year Josef Al1,ers was named din~ctor of the Department
of Design -- Assistant Professor Richard Adams Ratbbone carne out with a texthook under t he promising title Introduction to Functional Desi!{fl, part of the great
tradition orsllch textbooks since the turn ofthc century; however, absolutely nothing of the "Cubist revolution" is to be detected in ie-I?
These, then, are indications -,~ along with I krdeg's serious criticism oflhe
curriculum at the Harvard Ci-radllate School or Design ~, of the situation or the
architectural cducation in the USA in the carly 50's, a situation characterized, by
the way, to cite Werner Seligmann's review of the time, by the p;'cvaJence of
"hyperbolic paraboloids and warped surface structures".llil Once looked at in this
way, the Texas Rangcrs' undertaking can properly be secn as directed to a revision of the history or the origins of modern architectural form, cOllsidercd as transecnding all limits of time, and to the exposition of the design lllethods that led to
it. This necessarily involved a look hack into history which may be rather surprising from today's view. This also meant that those in Texas had to disengage
their own activity and objcctive from direct connection with the architecture of
their own day in favour of a new vicw and assessment of the origins of modern
architecture a generation in the past. IllS also symptomatic of this moment of consciousness, or recourse to history, that <l remarkable Jibrmy was being assembled
in Austin at this time. The works of Lctarouilly were acquired for it, which of
eoursc salis[icd the highest graphic standards. 49 Doubtless more important however was the quickly spreading "modular" euphoria which at least since the "Proporzioni" congress at the 1051 Triennale in Milan and under the influence of
Rudolf Wittkower's Architectural Principles;'1 the Age oIlIflI}wllisrn, made possible a new and unbiased atemporal approach to history on the basis of general
geometrical references. 50
In Austin, the signal was understood. The no longer satisfactory definition of an architecture based on variahle external factors and their social implications led to a preoccupation with immanent formal design processes, if not necessarily to formalism. Hoesli would argue with these developments later, in '106K,
the year orthe publication ofTransparenz, as tile pendulum beganlo swing in the
othcrdircctiol1 in /,lIrieh and elsewhere. A conridentialletterto I ioesli from Aldolf
Max Vogt le-stifies that this particular aspect the formal OHllpctenee of the archilect who "deduccs form" from given data - gained its parlicular inh:rest though
in obvious contradiction to the tendencies of that time ..'>1
There was a further, even more "surprising" aspect of this form-related
orientation on the part of the Texas Rangers, that of "style". Of course, the concept of an "International Style" had brokcn the taboo againsl style much earlier
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and placed modern architecture under all eq ually notorious stylistic classification.
I {ower, according to Werner Seligman, it was not this source for Hoesli hut a different one lhat was the trigger for related thoughts: Matthew Nowicki's Onj;i}ls
and Trends in Moderll Architecture of 1952. 5?'IIoesli concluded 1'1'0111 this article
that modern architecture should be conceived as a homogeneous- and self-eon[ained phenomellon, therefore as "style". Such aconception was, according to him,
at thc same time, a prerequisite for deriving (didactic) rules. Naturally, I Iocsli was
hardly concerned in a scholarly way with style and concepts of style certainly not
at all with art historical concepts of style. On the other hand, Wmfflin's "fundamental concepts" and theoretical ideas, for example, had had an erfect far outside
art history, and time and again demonstrably influenced {lrchitectural discussion.
Such was also the case with the notion of "style". Art hi:..;tory was long since familiar with "the timelessness of essential intellectual concepts ~ at least since the
beginning of the modern period ,-,and the claim to understand "art historical development as a logically (or psycilOlogically) necessary self-development of specific
problems" might indeed have provoked I (oesli's interest, had he been closer to
aft history.s3 Ilis concern, however, was certainly not to rethink art history from
the ground up, This might explain the sometimcs evident indecision that charaetcrizes his transforfnation of such concepts into practice. It is then even more
remarkable, how clearly the Texas Rangers difrer in their specific approach to
modern architecture from, say, the Smithsol1s, who confined themselves to the
fixed formulation of primarily phenotypic characteristics ("white", "cllhis",
"autonornous") in 1/w lferoic Period oIModcrn Architecfure, conceived, according to their own declaration, in "1055-56, exactly the samc time as the Texas phe~
n0111enon. Conversely the Texas 'Rangers, in their orientation toward didactic
goals, were occupied with essenlial characteristics, and in this sense with general
principles.
However, while Rowe and Slutzky'S "Transparency" strictly confined
itself to an analysis of chosen historical examples, Hoesli, on the other hand,
hecause of his insistence on eXlending the argument to a design method, was oceupied ~ inspitC of all possible amhiguities ~ with this issue his whole life long. 'rhe
l11etaphoricai--- and not literal interpretaion of "transparency" guaranteed from
the beginning that hanal uses of the word would be precluded. Yet they could not
entirely he avoided. Just as Slutzky lahelled (Jicdion's comparison of the Dessau
Bauhaus with Picasso's Ar/esielllle a "syllogistic pairing", so would the new intcr~
pretatiol1 or I JC (:orbusicr - seen largely through Cubist glasses -- also be, read in
such a "Jetenninist" way,54 ()neof lloesli's students Jaterwrote that he had regarded the strict methods I Joesli had tought - "discipline, reason, perseverance, and
order" - as abstract principles. Some had unterstood, wanted to understand, or
even misunderstood I-Ioesli's statemcnts to the effect that the "architectonic product" was now "determinable" ,.'>5 Prior to writing his commentary and addendum
to the 1969 TransjJarenz, Hoesli had publicly outlined his ideas on different occasions. III his inaugiJrlll lecture at the L.;'I'l1 Zurich, Fehruary 4, 1961, he argued
against intcrpreting modern architecture exclusively as a product of "form follows
function", seeking to elucidate from its 40-1'ea1' evolution, "fonnai laws and formal systems" that had heir own innate principles of devclopmentYl And when il1
1975 he again look up "transparency" as the theme for a scminarwithinthe Department of Architecture at the ETI-I, the formula "transparency as organization of
form" was of particular importance to him.57 That this could lead to determinism
and to prescriptive results may he seen from his 196~ addendum. Yet if he tcnded
toward sllch a model, lhen this was a result of his primarily didactic intention> as
evident in his 1975 lessons on "transparency", sketched out in a logical succession
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of "4 parts": I TIlE CONCEPT "Transparency" I DEIIINITlON I > predominanlly examined in painling, 2 THE TRANSFER TO ARCIIITFCT{}RE I Rowe
& Slulzky (sec gtll Vol. 4) I> Studies "I'the Work or L-C 3 OENERAU;t,ATION
I Iloe (see gtll vol. 4), 4 APPLICATION Oil MEANS I and I MEANING,"
J loesli saw himself as one who would and should uphold the process or
generalization (toward metbod). On more general terms, he opposed a highly individualistic and subjective modern architecture ~ surely on the grounds of a COl11plctclyothcrcultural tradition ---anyway. J-Ie preferred the Ncubiihl housingdcvclopment in Zurich to the Stuttgart Wcisscnhofsicdlung wifh its "artistic collodion of
vcry personal and self-conscious works hy architectural prima donnas".59 Thus,
when accused of determinism, he defended himself vigorously and decisively. 1n
conncction with a ktler from Julius Poscncr, who had suspected "(I certain dan~
ger" in the transformation of "transparency" into a general principle, he noted,
"raiscd to a principle? no: means to organization".60 Again, much later, in Octo~
her 19X3, in a private letter to Doll' Schnehli, lloesli acknowledged thal the whole
qllestion had left him very uneasy: "[ ... in the meantime it has incessantly preoc~
cupied me] I lOW this knowledge ~- or this conviction - can be made 'inslrumen~
tal'; how the intellectual and artistic tools of the professing might be formulated. "6J
Lloesli contiJlueu until the end of his life to elaborate the promise of the
Texas Hangers, having heen closest from the very beginning to the practical consequences of architectural teaching. This continuity could not be maintained by
his American colleagucs. Rowe had written his famous essay "The Mathematics
o1"the Ideal Villa" as early as 1947, in which he had analyzed Pillladio and Le Corbusier from tbe standpoint of systematic architectural concepllon, what he called
the "logical disposition ofmolifs dogmatically accepted". But then, after the period in Austin, he sct oul for !lew horizons or "meaning", of "contexts" ~ toward
Collage City -, not without taking a few sideswipes at the "Nco-Rationalists" who
mournfully hung on to the idea of predictable foundations in their conception of
a future architccture,02 Although after 1956 not only teachers but also former studenls from Austin met at Cornell, the Texas Rangers' experiment was -- as everyone could sec - impossible to repeat. Meanwhile, Hejduk had established his system of teaching at New York's Cooper Union. In a compendium of his activitks
there bctween (972 and 1<JK5, which appeared under the etcrnally valid title l';ducalion oIalll1rcliitecl, the spirit of Texas was revived only in poetry. [lcjduk wrote
nf tree trunks exuding a phosphorescent light, still laden with the shclls of the
insects that once inhabited them but had now vacated: "While we fix out eyes on
these apparitions, we hear the sound or the insect in its new form hidden in the
trees. "03
But would the architectural conception or the "New York Five" even
have heen imaginable withoul the Texas Rangers' experirnent? Even if c)ne docs
not insist on the evidence of shan-xl models from Mondrian's painting to Le Co1'busier's Garchcs as starting points for a formal approach to arc11itectural sol lit ions,
nonetheless a certain continuity in the architectural discourse rnusl be admitted.
Colin Rowe's introduction to the catalogue Five /irchifects, including the later
additions, does not contradict this conclusion, even though by this point he already
condclllncd the "rational" answer or modernism to architectural problems and
qualified the efficacy of all options with lfllestionmarks those options, that is,
that took architecture to he a logical outcome of its requirements ironically, how~
cver, only to end up with formulations equally as hermetic and sibylline. M On the
other hand, Kenneth Frampton, who had taken part in the "CASE C/-roup" mccting in 19(;9 at the Museliln of Modern Art, from which the subsequent publication
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of Five Architects came, noted in 1972 that far more important than the common
interest in Lc Corbusicr for the younger archilects was Rowe and Slutzky's "Trans~
parency" article, an "immediate critical import "/).) Thus was the story of the innu~
enee of the Texas Rangers in the USA registered as a footnote, and at the same
time completed. Yet the new and allen~d positions ofHejduk and I:::isenman, whose
intellectual pedagogics spread quickly in the unfocused environment following
the Austin experiment, cannot be understood without this background.
What has gouen lost in all this ~ with the exception of Cooper tJnion with
its own traditional European links -- is a thorollgh significant teaching of design,
as I-toesli formerly perslled it on both skies of the Atlantic. Instead, intellectual
fancy gained ground in New York. Thlls I Icjduk, when recently asked the question in an interview, "I low do you tcach architecture'!", answered, "Osmotically
by osmosis."6(, And with this we have obviously reached the end of the tradition
that had nurtured a systematic approach to a teaching of design built on the principles of modern architecture. History! In a Ictter to I loesli dated September 26,
19X3, I-Icjduk, who professed to be amazed by Hoesli's vivid memory of the time
in 'rcxas, wrotc: " ... Texas did affect architectural education and architecture itself
during the past thirty years. Yours was a very important influence and passion
upon architccture."67

J ,eUer from It lJocsli to R.
Slutzky, March 5, 196H: answer from Slll!zk V
to i1ucsli. Man:h 12, 196H, lIocsli Archivc~,
insti(ut gta, f ~·I 'I I Zurich.
2
Cf. Colin Rowc and Robert
Slutzky, Tmllsparcnz, KOl/ll1lentar VOII
lkmhard floesli. 1"(; Corl)/fsierSflldicfli (gta
Scries, Volume 4, HasellSlUttgart, 19M;, 2nd
printing, 1974. (Thc sccond printing is an
unrevised rcprint of the first, up to thc point
of the additional note on p. 63, which 1:011tains 11 refercnce to thc second "Transparency" article, which appcared in the
meantimc in l'c/'spectu 13/14, 1971.) 3rd
printing, revised and expanded, Basel!
Boston/t3crlin, 19R9 (this printing contains
lloesli's 1982 Addendum, pp. 72ft'.)
:;
The article "Transparcncy" is
huilt upon the ambiguity of the concept,
which the authors dcfine in terms of "literal" ilnd "phenomenal", Proceeding from a
distinction made by Ciyorgy Kepcs, thcy
scek to elucidate the figurativc meaning of
transparency as a means of spatial ordering
as opposed to a mere condition of 11onopaquencss of a curtain wall. A numher of
critics have reactcd strongly to this. See the
review by Stanislaus von Moos, in %cifschr(tt
Fir Schweizeriscll(' Arcfliiologic II/U/ Kllllsfgcscliichfe 27 (J 070), pp. 237, B. VOll Moos
wcnt so far as to speak of an "almos! t;(lI\1pulsive fetishism driving this word 'Iransparcm:y"', and contrasted this tneaniHg with
the (ordinary and literally construed) concept as it had "long been lIsed all over the
world". The later discussion of Ihe "Trans·
parellcy" articles by Rosemarie IIaag~Blet-

ter ("Opaque Transparency", in OppositiollS U, 1070, pp. 12 tff.) was ;llso essential
Iy aimed at {he definition of the conccpt and

its application.
4
{:iLnotcl.
5
Ihid., pp. 3241T "Worlds of 'if': it
spcculative assessmelll of tile ·J'exasSchool."
6
Ibid., p, 334.
lhid., pp. 1651'1'. Caragonne
7
reveals the pcrhapssurprisingfact that Rowc
conceived the articlc with Slutzky lind not
with I-Joesli. John Shaw, in an inierviewwith
Caragonnc, describes this sci of circlllllstances as a "f<ll1ing out hctween Colin and
Bernhard'·, Caragonlle justifiably calls the
"Trallsparency" nrticle "the first tangible
dOr.:Llillen! issuing out of the teaching program of thc College of Architecture" (p.
1(5), "the intellectuallinehpin of th~ program at Texas" (p, 173), and "a touchstone
of the school's raison d'clre" (p. 105. (Thcrc
also the obvious attempt [0 establish (he c()n~
trihutioll of Rowe and SlutZky.)
~
Lctler from Slutzky to Iloesli.
March 12, I %R: "As forthe first (article), wc
sent it to all thc important architeeturaljourl1ills in the USA and abroad ... J distinctly
n.:memher AR sending liS a reply to {hecffcd
that if we would consent to remove certain
rather unfavorable refercnce to (iropiHS it
would sec print! (N. Pewmcr '!?) Anyway,
upon tile constant rejections over a period or
a few years, wc finally decided 10 shelve it
indefinitely until that day whcn it could hc
publishcd in its cntirety."
9
Pevsner would also react negatively to IIoesli's publication of "Trans~
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parency" this lime, however, with rCrCfto the sequences of iiJustration» in
Hocsli'" commentary, This was intcrpH_'lcd
in Zurich as II "verdict" and became the
cause of some uneasiness. I ,cHef of January
17, l%B, from N. Pcvsllcr to AFM. Yogi,
Director of the gla Institute; from Vogt [0
Pcvsllcr, May 20, 1968; from Pcvsncr to
Vogl, May 22, J \16K Copies ofthc lalter two
letters arc in the Hocs!i Archives, Institut
gla, J,:TH Zurich.
[0
The "misinterpretation" of
Gropius' Dcssau Bauhaus by Rowe and
Slutzky occasioned all article hy I fannen
Thies, as recently as 1989 ("Glascckcll" in
011CC

naida/os 33, pp. i41'£,). Compare to ()ropius'

I1sscssmcnt written <lllhe limc, a product of
the conditions of the day, below.
t1
Colin Howe and Rohert Slutzky,
"Transparency: 1.i\eral and Phenomenal", in
Perspecfll 8, The Yale An:hiteetural Journal
(New Haven, I %3). The article was introduced Ihere -not wilhout a certain skeptical
undertonc - as "an example of a melhodology for modern architedural criticism that
the aulhors rccl will help to place this no{oriOl~s~7 imprecise suhject on a more rigorous
h;ISIS .

12
In addition to this, we also have
the ilccouni ill Slut/.ky's letLer of March 12,
I %8: "Theil one fine llny in 11)62 Yale established <:ontact with Colin who was, if lily
mcmor\, is correct, back at (~orncll. I k had
some reservations ahout allowing J. Barnett
(the then editor of I)erspecw) to make deletions and changes due to ,lH avowed shortage of format space. In (Urn, .1.13. insistcd
upon slenderizing it if it was to be published
at all. It was then Ihat I stepped in and
hecame respnnsible for keeping its projected weight lo~s from reaching starvation proportions. And so, with a few meetings with
J.B. in which compromises were finally
effeded which I felt to be fair and non·dehilitating, Transparency finally appeared in
issue 8. ()f course, the original had more bite
.. and the published illustrations were quite
poor .. bul on the whole I think it ended up
rather happily for all."
13
(T lloesli Archives, InstitHt gta,
ETII Zurich: Ms. (24 pages, paginated \- 21,
12a, "Notes", "Plates"; lnbdled "Original
Text, Tnmsparency received from Boh
Slutzky SUIllHlcr 67" with hand-wriHen
markings by Hocsli). Covcr letter from
Slutzky dated .Iuly 2B, 1%7.
14
As apparent from a letter to
Adolf Max Yogt on I!ebrnary 18, IWj8(compare note 15), llnesli was enthusiastic abnul
this idea: "Your wonderflll idea ... isso good
and cOllvincing that in fact we will have to
start on it immediately,"
15
LeHer from I Ioesli to Yogt, Feb-ruary I i), J 968, I Ioesli Archives, Iw:>titul gt<l,
FI'II Zurich.

16
Jbid.
17
Letter from I-Iejduk to Oswald,
May 7, 1968; copied in part from the IlnesH
Archives, Institut gtn, BTU Zurich. Oswald
informed I loesH on April4, J963, about I lcjduk's iluemplto judge architl!clure- in a lccturl! ahout Ce Corlmsier's Carpenter Center
from the point of view of the Cubist ideal.
18
Letter from Oswald to iloesli,
}iebruary 2 I, 1968. The fulllelter especially thc 18 points ahout "Transparency" -·contains notes and marks by I-Ioesli. Next In the
sentence ·'Transpnrcncy is HI the same time
frame/field and figllrl!", for example, is written illl loesii's hand: "good, very important"
After his return ttl Z.urieh on lvlarch I, 1%8,
Oswald took part in Ihe preparation of the
publication of 'lhmsjmrcIlZ.
19
This fOrlllula1ion from Oswald,
cit. /Jote 18.
20
IIoesli Archives, Inslitut gta,
ETII Zurich.
21
Colin Rowe amI Robert Slutzky,
"Transparency: Ijleral and Phenomenal",
Part 2, in Per.\·W'('({I 13/14 (1971), pp. 286ff.
22.
In the Ictter already cited (note
17), Ilcjduk writes: "I believe Colin and Rob
will finish and pUblish second arOck - my
lllelllOl'Y of it is that il is superb, extremely
interesting disClissioll of Michelangelo's San
Lorenzo with marvellolls configurational
overlays. (~olin at his best in constructive
writing .. "
23
In this he differed strongly from
Rowl!, who had been l!ducated in art history
and was interested in the history of philosophy and ideas.
Wilhrespect to I locsli's nearness
24
(0, or rather distance from, "theoretical positions", (:olilJ }{owe's later i'ormulatitll1 under
the title '·l'rograll1 vs. Paradigm", ill 'llle Cor11(,/1 JOllmal ofAnhitec/urr 2 (1983), pp. Sf!'.
. fundament<;l1y skeptical t()wiml every ana~
Iytical as well as synthetic JJlethod WId a
rlolI'nrig/tt fron(al aUack on "program" . was
not without its explosive effect
25
Caragonne, '/Ju: Tex{/,\' Rflll!{I:r.<;,
pp. \03 and M, March 10 and May 3, ItJ54.
26
Canlgonne, '/JIC Texas Rangers,
p. 33. In 1953 Iinesii was colllmissioned by
Harris to restructure the design curricululll.
Colin Rowe came toAuslill ill January 1954.
(Caragonnc writes, pp. 9ff. "with the appear~
ance of Rowe ... the intellcctual foundation
of the program and its operational rationale
would quickly emerge.") Shortly thereaner,
John llejduk and Robert Slutzky, Ixe
I {lrscile, and Irwin Hubin (the last three having just come from Josef Albers at Yale)
were appointed teachers. The four introductory points of the March 13, 1954 memorandum re,HI: "1. That the process or design is
essentially the criticism of a given situation.
2. Thai the power of generalization and
ahstraction (in the student) mllst he aroused.

3. That the act of selection Hssumes a commitment to certain principles. 4. That an 'leademicsitwlti(lll should offcressen{ial knOWledge and an essential attitude." (Canlgonl1e,
p.33)
27
Caragonlle, nw Texas Uangers,
pp.33··]4.
28
S. GiediolJ, 'l1u: Ftemal PreseJlt
(1): The Beginnings of Art, The AW. Mellon I.eclures in the Fine Arts, 1957 (New
York: Bollingen Foundation, 1(62). Clicdion
bad already published a paper in 1952 entitled "Transparency: primitive and nlodel'll",
in Art News, Sll!lll1ler 1952, pp. 47ff. Itoesli
must have taken no(eofthis piece only much
later. (The photocopy in the Hoesli Fslate
contains the note: "27 Miirz 1979 Iloc/\'Oll R.
liu[rrerJ."
21)
In nyorgy Kepcs, Language oj
Visio/l (Chicago: Paul Theobald, 19.'51), pp.
6-7. Giedion's fOfword, enlitled "Art Mea11s
Reality",issigned"NewYork,June 12, 1944.
30
Rowe/Slutzky/llnesli,
Tralls['arenz, ciL note 3, p. 22: "The presentation
of Ihis particular citation here and also the
one on page 41 is unmistakably polemical; it
is not necessary to the train of thuught and
contributes nothing to the argumentation
(the trans.)."
31
Cr. Hobert Shilzky, "'Transparenz'
wiedergc1cscn", in lJaida/os :n
(1989), pp. lO6ff.: "Their origin was basically a semantic dispute willi (iiedion's Space,
Timc and Architccture, wherein the syllogistic pairing of Picasso's L'Ar/f;sicl1l1e and the
intersecting glass walls oflhe Bauhaus led liS
to a more careful reading of certain modernist icolls."
'
32
lbid.,p. J06.: " ... an eXcessive predominance of Bauhaus-derived pedagogy."
Cf. Klaus I Jcrdeg, Tlte IJecomt33
ed Oia!{rmJl. llarvard Arc/iileclllre and 111('
Faillll'(' of the Hll1ll!all.\· l.cgocy «(:ambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 19KI), pp. 78ff.
34
{bid., p. ~4.
35
I loesJi later applietllhis formula
in his ;I.urich teachings: ef. lloesli Archives,
Institut gta, FlU Zurich: Seminar "Transparency", summer semester 1975, lecture of
April 25, 1975. His critique of the noncommittal "form follows [ullction" was ilmplified
with the topics "form allli function arc one",
"form follows form", and with the reversal
"form evokes fundion". Wifh respect to
"form and function arc one", rIoesli noted:
"attrihuted to Wright." (The full relevant
texl can be found in Frank Lloyd Wright,
Gel/illS alld Ihe MO{J(lcracy (New York:
I)ucll, Sloan and Pearce, 1(49),_1', ~3, under
the !ille "Form <lnd (dea arc Inseparable.")
"Form follows form" led him hack to
Matthew Nowicki's "Origins and Trl!Jlds in
Modern Architecture" (Magazine ofArf 44
11(511), the significance of which for Hoesli
was emphasized by Werner Seligmann ("Die
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Jahre ill Texas lind die erstell Jahre an del'
HTH ZOrich 1()5(j~,1961", in J. Jansen/II.
Hirg/I-. M;uainilIl. St()ckli, i1rcliitcktllr
jeitrm, Bernhard llocsli all del' Archifck(urabteilung da I"TII Ziirich {Zurich, 19891.
pp. 7fL: p. 9).
36
Directly beforehand, Rowe and
Iloesli had precisely staled: "An academy
JllllSt also concern itself with the dichotomy
between the pedagogical systems of the
13Gaux-Arts and thc Bauhaus."
Cf.
Caragol11le, 'll1e Text/.\, Rallgers, p. 34.
"Both these illustrations arcover
37
Ihirty years old. They offer the diagram or
thc conteHlporary situation. Very little has
becn generated since that time which is not
implied in (hese drawings." (Ibid.)
3X
This was explicitly emphasized
by Werner Sci igmann in II discussion with the
illlthor (on July 3,19(2).
31)
This is already implied 011 the
jacket of the catalogue, edited by Alfred II.
Barr, Jr., which conlains a diagram of the
modern movement's development.
40
Compare the Musellm of Modern Art's "educational brochure", lVltal fs
Modem Itn:hiICCf/lre? (introductory series
to the modenlarls I, New York, 1(42). The
explanation begins, "the l110dern architect is
a scientist ... and a pSydlOlop.ist . Hnd an
arlist ,.. but most contemporary architects
arc not !lIodern", and proceeds to the
demand: "Architc;:etnre .. should meet three
requirements: ulility, strength, beauty" (pp.

5 6).
41
Paradoxically, this claim had
already been formulated in 1932 in llenryRussclliliteheoek and Philip.lohnson's 'I11e
Internatiol/al Style, An:hitecllIl'e .\·illce 1922
(New York, W. W. Norton, 1932), p. 2S: "But
it was in America Ihalthc promise of a new
style appeared first and, up to the War,
advanced most rapidly." Compare Werner
Oechslin, '''Nelles Ballen in der Welt'
hanned hy lhe Nations", in Ra.\·ser;11II 38
(J981)), pp. 6fT.: p. 8.
42
Cubism alld Absfract Arl, p. 10.
43
Theodor K. Rohdcnburg" A flistoty oflhe School oj'Archifeclilre: Co{umhia
Universily (New York, 1Sl54), pp. 341'1'.
44
Ibid., p. 54 ("The School at Present", "The Course ill Construction").
45
Ibid.: "The consllllltly growing
Humber of new building materials has made
the study of design iJ;sepilrahle from the
study ofcOllstruction. Architecture hasag<lin
heeome a synlhe::;is oJ' 'commodity, firllllless
and delighl'."
4()
Ibid., pp. 50ff.; "The Course in
Dcsign": "Architecture heing a threedimensional expressioll, it is essential that
the beginner be taught at once to Conn con~
ceptiolls in three dlmen::;ions."
47
Cf. H..A. Rathhone, llltror/{((:Iioll
to J.illlcliolla/ Dcsign (New Yorkrl'oron-
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toff .on<lol1, J (50). The COYer blurb already

bdrays th(ll here again the accent has
been laid on the "tcchllkal production oCthe

work of art". Even the more prcdsc fonnu~
lalioll "hy means of composition and on lhe
f'ador or function as governing both idea and
technique" hardly shifts the accent much.

48

Compare the references in notes

:n (llcrdcg) and 35 (SclignHltUl, p. 7).

49
According to Sc1igmann, the
I,nndon address of Ben Weinreb was the
Mecca ofscouls froUl thc Austin lihrary, who

arrived armed with oil money. This ohservatlon was corrected by Colin Rowe (letter
to the author of October 4, 19%) who slates
that {he Austin archi(t.:c\urallihrary was . as
usual-· simply "an old and a rctardatairc col-

lectjon", which however "did possess the
hooks which had been considered valid forty
to fifty years earlier: (iuadet, Owen JOlles,
ami, of course, LatHrouilly. And not only f ,es
!,,'dificcs de Rome Modeme but also r.t/
B(/,~iliqlle de Saillf Pierre ef Ie Vatical/."
50
It is not necessary to go here further into till'< derivation of Rowe's thinking
from Wittkower.
51
LeHer from Vogt to linesli,
August 13, 19M{, Hncsli Archives, Institut
gta, ETII Zurich.
52
Sec note 35.
53
This formulation is taken frolll
nrnst I leidrieh, Ueifriige Zllt Geselllcitte lind
Melhode da Kllnstgeschichte (Bwiel, IYI7);
cited after F Kreis, [leI' {(lIl1Stgescflichllidw
Gegel/stand. [~il1 Ikitmg till' Deutullg dl'S
Stilbcgr([fes [Stuttgart, 1928], p. 43).
54
Cf. Slutzky's '''Transparcnz'
wiedergelcscll", cit. lIote 31, pp. lOY and 107.
Slutzky wrote on this occasion (\ (89) rather
ambivalent!y abollt his own ongoing thinking rciative to these issues.
55
Cr. letter from Oswald to Hoes·
Ii, April 4, 1%6, lloesli Archives, lnstitut gta,
I~'nl Zurich; in which he responds to IloesIi's essay "Fine '{.eitgeilliisse J\rchitektcn<lusbildung anstreben" (puhlished in Detail,
1964, pp. 633ft'.) with this conclusion.
Hocs[j sets out the rollowing formulation in
that article: "Form in architceture (IS the
means to solving architectonic prob[ellls,
ami not as the rcsult of a pseudo-individual,
empirical design approach." For (I very generalclassificiltionof"Hationalism" and "'I'he
Scarch for Transparency", compare Alan
Colquhoun, "Rationalism: A Philosophical
Concept in Architedurc", in AlodemifY alld
Ille Cltlssintl Tl'lIdifiof/. Ar('hif(,cl/{mll~ss(/ys
NSO-· 19R7 (Cullbridgc., Mass.: MIT Press,
1YXY) pp. 571'f.: pp. 67fr.
56
Cr. llnesli, "\)as Verhilltnis von
FUllktion lind Form ill der An:hilektur als
Ci-rundlagc WI' die Ausbildullg des Arehitekten", in Sd/lveizerisc/w Hallzeifllng 34
(l9(jl), offprint, p. 7. The puhlication of this
lecture is preceded hy a talk given by Iloes-

Ii (lll Septelllbcr 16, I%0, at tllC Zurich "(:lub
[lei Etage", ill which he contributed to thc
{heme "Von (deen zu Mcthode im Architekiurunterricht", (Full illustrative sketches in
I-loesli Archives, Im,lilol gtn, ETf-{ Zurich.)
'/1 Cf. dossier "Wahlfach Transparenz /
lY5T', Hoesll Archives, Institut gla, HTIf
/,urich.
5S
Ibid.
S()
Cf. 110esli, "Das Verhiiltnis .
cit. note 56, p. 4.
60
Leiter froOl Posener to lloesli,
July 2, l(n8, Iloesli Archives, institut gta,
ETIIZllrich. Similarly, in the margin of the
review by Stanislaus von Moos (cited note
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Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal*

(-cn.s!>, n.; pl. -eIES (-sYz). [ML. transparent.a.] 1. Quahty or state of being transparent·
transparence.
'
2. Tbat whicl). Is. transparent; esp., a picture or other
matter for exhlblt!on, !Uade upon ~lassJ thin doth, paper
~orceJal.n,. or the like, .mtended to be Viewed by the aid of
hg.ht shmmg through It; hence, a framework covered with
tl)m cloth or paper bearing a device or devices for public
display and lighted from within.
3. ,reap.] A burlesqu~ title of honor; ~ a literal translatIOn of the German title of honor Durchlaucht . as His
Transparency, the Duke.
' ,
trans.par'ent (-ent;79),adi.. [F. and ML.; F. transparent,
fr. ML. transparens, -ent'l,8, pres. part. of transparere to
be transparent, fro L. trans across through + parer. to
a~pe.ar. See AP~EAR.] 1. Having'the property of transmltt!ng rays 9f hght, so that bodies can be seen through;
PlervlOus to hght; dIaphanous; pellucid; as transparent
g ass or pool; a tran8parent .green or soap; ~ opposed to
opaque, and usually distmgUlshed from translucent
2. Pervious, as to any specified form of radiant energy' as
transparent to X or heat rays.
• •
3. Luminous; bright; shining. Poetic.
4. So loose or, fine in texture or open in mesh as not to
cfonc,eal what hes beyond; sheer; gauzy' as a transparent
abnc or yoke,
' ,
5. Figuratively: a ~eadily understood' perspicuous; clear;
as, a trans1!arent hterary style. b Easily seen through'
PNrfectly eVIdent; unconcealed; detected as such without
e ort; as, a tran.sparent m9tive or trickI' transparent
fi attery or h~ocntes. c GUileless; open' ree from pretense; as, she IS as tranBparent as a child:
trans.p~r'en.cy

Webster's New International Dictionary.
Second Edition

'" This text was first puhlished in the Yale Architectural Joul'Iwl pcrspccla R, 11)64.
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"Transparencyj" "space-time", "simultaneity", "interpenctration", "superimposition", "ambivalence": in the literature or contemporary architecture
these words, and others like thelll, arc orten lIsed as synonyms. We arc familiar
with their use and rarely seck to analyze their application. To attempt to make
efficient critical instruments of such approximate definitions is perhaps pcdantic.
Nevertheless, in this article pedantry will be risked in an attempt to expose the
levels of meaning with which the concept of transparency has become endowcd.
According to the diclionarydefinition, the quality, or state, of being transparent is both a material condition - that of being pervious to light and air - and
the result of an intellectual imperative, of our inherent demand for that which
should be easily detected, perfectly evident, and frce of dissimulation, Thus the
adjective transparent, by defining a purely physical significance, by functioning as
a critical honorific, and in being dignified with far from disagreeable moral overtones, becomes a word which from lhe first is richly loaded with the possibilities
or both meaning and misunderstanding.
A further level of interprctation -that of transparency as a condition to
be discovered in a work of art - is admirably defined by Gyorgy Kepes in his Lan[{uage 0/ V;sion: "If one secs two or more figures overlapping one another, and
each of them claims for itself the common overlapped part, then olle is confronted with a contradiction of spatial dimensions. To resolve this contradiction one
must assume the presence of a new optical quality. The figures arc endowed with
transparency; that is they arc able to interpenetrate without an optical destruction
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of each other. Transparency however implies mon; than an optical characteristic,
it implies a broader spatial order. Transparency mean;.; a simultaneous perception
of differenl spalial locations. Space not only rccc(ks hut fluctuates in a continuous activity. The position of the transparent figures has equivocal meaning as one
sees each figure HOW as the closer now as the further one" I.
By this definition, the transparent ceases to he that which is perfectly
dear and becomes instead that which is clearly ambiguous. Nor is this meaning an
entirely esoteric one; when we read (as we so often do) of "transparent overlapping plancs\ we constantly sense that rather more than a simple physical transparency is involved.
For instance, while Moholy-Nagy in his Fision in Motion continually
refers to "transparent cellophane plastic", "transparency and moving light", and
"Ruben's radiant transparent shadows" 7, a careful reading of the book rnight suggest that for him such literal transparency is orten furnished with certain allegorical qualities. Some supcrimpositions of form, Moho1y tells us, "overcome space
and time fixa( ions. They transpose insignificant singularities in to mean ingful C0111plexities ... transparent qualil y of thc superimpositions often suggest transparency
of context as well, revcaling unnoticed structural qualities in the object"]. And
again, in commenting on what he calls "the manifold word agglutinations" of James
Joyce, or the Joycean pun, Moholy finds that these arc "the approach to thc practical task of building up a completeness from interlocked units by an ingeniolls
transparency or re1ationships"4. In other words, he scems to have felt that, by a
process or distortion, fccomposition, and dOf{h/c-entclldrc, a linguistic transparency - the literary equivalent of Kepes' "intcrpenetration without optical
destruction" -- might be effected, and that whoever experiences one of these
Joycean "agglutinations" will enjoy the sensa{ion of looking through a first plane
of significance to others lying behind it.
Therefore, at the very beginning of any enquiry into transparency, a basic
distinction must be established. Transparency may be an inherent quality of suhstance, as in a glass curtain wall; or it may be an inherent quality of organization.
One can, for this reason, distinguish between a literal and a phenomenal transparency,
Our feeling for literal transparency secms to derive from two sources:
from cubist painting and from what is usually designated as the machine aesthetic. ()ur feeling for phenomenal transparency pn)hahly derives from cubist painting alone; and a cubist canvas of around 1911 or 1912 would serve to illustrate the
presence of' both orders j or levels, of the transparent.
One may be skeptical of those too plausihle explanations of cubism which
involve the fusion or temporal and spatial factors. As Alfred Barr tells us, Apol1inaire "invoked the fourth,dimension ... in a metaphorical rather than a mathcGyorgy Kepcs: Tlie Language
oIVisiol/, Paul Theobald, Cbicago t944,
p.77.
2
Moholy-Nagy:
Vision
ill
"'''()fiO/I, Paul'l'be()hllld, (Jlicaw) I (}47; pp
157,159, pm, 194.
:1
Moholy-Nagy: op. cit. p. 210.
:1Moholy-Nagy: op. cit. p. 350.
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malicai sense".'); and here, rather than attempt the relation of Minkowski to Picasso, it has been considered convenient to refer to somewhat less disputahle sources
of inspiration.

1\ latc Cezanne such a:-; the J\lfon! SaiJl{(-:·· Victoire of 1904··--{)(-) (Fig. 1) in
the Philadelphia Museum of Art is characterized hy certain extreme simplifications. There is a highly developed insistence on a frontal viewpoint of the whole
scene, a suppression o[tl1e more obvious clements suggestive of depth, and a resuJ5
Alfred Barr: I)i(.'(lsso: Fifty
Years oj'llis Art, 'I'he Museum of Modern Art,

New York 1946; p, 68.
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(ant contracting of foreground, middlcground, and hack ground into a distinctly
compressed pictorial matrix. Sources of light arc definite hut various; and a further contemplation of the picture reveals a tipping forward of the objects in space,
which is (lssi:·;tcd by the painter's usc of opaque and contrasted color. The cenler
of the composition is occupied by a rather dense gridding both oblique and recti~
linear; and this area, apparently, is huttressed and stabilized by a more insistent
horizontal and vertical grid which introduces a certain peripherie interest.
l-<'rol1tality, suppression of depth, contracting of space, definition of light
sources, tipping forward of objects, restricted palette, oblique and rectilinear grids,
and propensities toward peripheric development are all characteristics of analytical cubism. III these pictures, apart from the pulling to pieces and reassembly of
objects, perhaps ahove all we are conscious of a further shrinkage of depth and an
increased emphasis which is now awarded to the grid. We discover abo1l11his time
a mcshing together of two systems of coordinates. On the one hand, an arrangement of oblique and curved Unes suggests a certain diagonal spatial recession. On
the other, a series of horizontal and vertical Jines implies a contradictory statement of frontality. Generally speaking, the oblique and curved Jines possess a certain naturalistic significance, while the rectilinear ones show a geometrizing
tendency which serves as a rcassertion of the picture plane. Both systems or
coordinates provide for the orientation or the rigures simultaneously in an ex1cndcd space and on a painted surface; while their intersection, their overlapping, their
interlocking, and their building up into larger and fluctuating configurations per~
mits the genesis of the typically ambiguous cubist motiL
As the observer distinguishes between all the resultant pJanes, he may
become progressively conscious of an opposition he tween certain areas of luminous paint and others of a more dense coloration. He may distinguish between
certain planes to which he is able 10 attribute a physicaillature allied to that ofcclluloid, others whose essence is semiopaque, and further areas of a substance totallyopposed to the transmission of light. And he may discoverthat all oflhese planes,
translucent or otherwise, and regardless of their representational content, arc
implicated in the phenOJ)191On which Kepes has defined as transparency.
'l'he double nature of transparency may be illustrated by the comparison
and analysis of a somewhat atypical Picasso, The Clarinel Player (Fig. 2), and a
representative Braque, 'lIw Portllguese (Fig, 3), in each of which a pyramidal form
implies an image. Picasso defines his pyramid hy means ora strong contour; Ihaque
uses ('I more complicated inference. Thus Picasso's contour is so assertive and so
ludependent of its background that the observer has some sense of a positively
transparent figure stall ding in a relatively deep space, and only suhsequently docs
he redefine this sensation to allow for the actual lack of depth. With Braque the
reading of the picture follows a reverse order. A highly developed interJacing of
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2

horizontal and vertical gridding, created hy gapped lil1c~ and intruding planes,
establishes a primarily shallow space, and only gradually is the observer able to
invest this space with a depth which permits the figure to as::;UI1lC substance. Ehaquc

offers the possihility of an independent reading of figure and grid: Picasso scarcely docs so. Picasso's grid is ralher subsumed within his figure Of appears as a form
of peripheral incident introduced to stabilize it.

2R

1n the first we may receive a pre-vision of literal transparency, and in the
other, of phenomenal transparency; and the evidence or these two distinct altitudes will become much clearer if a comparison is attempted between the works
of two slightly later painters, Robert Dclaunay and Juan (iris.
Dc]aullay's Simultaneolfs Windows of 1911 Hnd Oris' Still Life of 1912
(Figs. 4, 5) both include ohjects that arc presumably transparent, the one windows,
the other bottles. While Uris suppresses the physical transparency of glass in favor
of a transparency of gridding, Dclaunay accepts with unrestricted enthusiasm the
elusively reflective qualities of his superimposed "glazed openings". Oris weaves
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occupation with form presupposes an entirely different attitude. l<'orl11s to him ~
c.g. a low block of buildings and various naturalistic objects reminisccnt of the Eil"reJ 'i'ower --- arc nothing but reflections and refractions of light which he presents
in terms analogous to cubist gridding. But despitc this gcometrizing of image, the
generally ethereal nature of both DcJaunay's forms Clnd his space appears more
characteristic of impressionism, and this resemhlance is further reinforced by the
manner in which he uses his medium. In contrast to the flat, planar areas of opaque
and almost monochromatic color which Ciris invests with such high tactile value,
Delaunay emphasizes a quasi-impressionistic calligraphy; and while Oris provides

4

a system of oblique and perpcndiculm lines into somc sort of corrugated shallow
space; and in the architectonic tradition of Cezanne, in order to arnplify both his
objects and structure, he assumes varied but definite light sources. Delaunay's pre-

explicit definition of a rear plane, Dclaunay dissolves the possibilities of so distinct a closure of his space. Uris' rcar plane Junctions as a catalyst which localizes
the ambiguities or his pictorial objects and engenders their fluctuating values.
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Dclaunay's distaste for so Sl)ccific a procedure leaves the latent ambiguities of his
form exposed, without reference, unresolved. Both operations might be recog~
Jlized as attempts to elucidate the intricacy of analytical cubism; but where Uris
seems to have intensified some of the characteristics or cubist space and to have
imbued its plastic principles with a new bravura, Dclaunay has been led to explore
Lhe poetical overtones of cubism by divorcing them from their metrical syntax.
When something of the attitude of a Dclaullay becomes fused with a
machine-aesthetic emphasis upon physical substance and stiHened by a certain
enthusiasm for simple planar structures, then literal transparency becomes complete; and it can perhaps be most appropriately illustrated hy the work of MoholyNagy.
In his Abstract ulan /1rtist Moholy-Nagy tells us thal around 1921 his
"transparent paintings' hecame completely freed from all eJcmenls reminiscent of
nature, and to quote him directly: "I sec today that this was the logical result of
the cuhist paintings I had admiringly studied" 6.
Now whether a freedom from all clements reminiscent of nature may he
considered a logical continuation of cubism is not relevant to this present discussion; but whether Moholy did indeed succeed in cmptying his work of all naturalistic content is of some importancc, and his secming belief that cubism had pointed the way toward a freeing of forms may justify the analysis of one of his
suhsequcnt works and its comparison with another postcubist painting. Moholy's
La Sarmz of !030 (Fig. 6) might reasonably be compared with a }<'ernand Leger
or 1')26: '/1u; '!hrec Faces (Fig, 7),
Tn I,a Sarraz five circles connected by an S-shaped band, two selS oftrapezoidal planes of translucent color, a number of ncar horizontal and vertical bars,
a liberal splattering of light and dark flecks, and a number or slightly convergent
dashes arc all imposed upon a black background. In T/tree Faces three major areas
displaying organic forms, abstracted artifacts, and purely geometric shapes are tied
together by horizontal banding and com mOil contour. In contrast to Moholy,] ,cger
aligns his pictorial objects at right angles to each other and to the edges of his picture plane; he provides these objects with a nat, opaque coloring; and he sets up
a figure-ground reading through the compressed disposition of these highly COIltrasted surfaces. While Moho!y seems to have [lung open a window on to some
privatc v.:-rsion of outer space, Leger, working wilhin an almost two dimensional
scheme, achieves a maximum clarity of both "negative" and "positive" forms. By
means of restriction, Leger's picture hecomcs charged with an equivocal depth
reading, with a value singularly reminiscent of that to which Moholy was so sensitive in the writings of Joyce, and which, in spite or the positive physical transparency oj' his paint, Moholy himself has been unable to achieve.
For in spite of its modernity or motif, Moholy's picture still shows the
6

Moholy-Nagy: The NelV

Vi~

sioll (/lid Abstrru:t Or(/II Artist, Wiuenborn

and Co., New York J 947; p. 75.
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conventional precuhisl roreground, middleground, and background; and in spite
o[ a rather casual interweaving of surface and the elemenls introduced to destroy
the logic of this deep space, Moholy's picture call be submitted to only one reading.
On the other hand, through the refined virtuosity with which he asse]l1bles post-cubist constituents, Femanti Leger makes completely plain the ll1ulti-

6

functioned behavior of clearly defined form. Through flat planes, through an
absence ofvolul\"lC suggesting its presence, through the implication rather thall the
fact of a grid, through an interrupted checkerboard pattern stimulated by color,
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proximity, and di~H.:rctcsllpcrill1position, [~cg~r leads the eye to experience an inexhaustible series ()j' larger and smaller ()rganizations within the whole. I ,6gcr's C()l1cern is with the structure of form, M,oholy's with materials and lighl. Moholy has
accepted (he cubist rigurc hut has lifted it out of its spaUal matrix; Leger has preserved and even intensified the typically cubist tension between figure and space.
These three comparisons may clarify ::-;omc of the basic differences
between literal and phenomenal transparency in the painting of the last fifty years.
I ,iteml transparency, we notice, tends to be associated with the trompe l'oeil effect

2

7

of a translucent object in a deep, naturalistic space; while phenomenal transparency
seoms to be found when a painter seeks the articulated presentation of frontally
di:.;played objects in a shallow, abstracted space.

In considering archilectural rather (han pictorial trans[J<lrencies,
inevitable confusions arise; for while painting can only imply the third dimcnsion,
architecture cannot supprcss it. Provided with the reality rather than lilt: COUtl~
terfeit of three dimensions, in architecture literal transparency can become a physical fact. f [owever, phenomenal transparency will, for this reason, be 1110re difficull to achieve; and it i:.; indeed so difficult to discuss that generally critics have
becn willing to associate transparency in architccture exclusively with a transparency of materials. Thus Gyorgy Kepcs, having provided an almost classical
explanation of the manifestations we have noticed in Bra(illc, Ci-ris, and Leger,
appears to consider that the architectural analogue of these must be found in the
material qualities of glass and plastics, and that the equivalcnt of their carefully
calculated compositions will be discovered in the haphazard superimpositions
produced by the reflections and accidents of light playing UPOIl a transiucellt or
polished surface 'I.
And similarly, Sigfried Ciicdion seems to assume that the presence of an
all glass wall at thc Bauhaus (Fig. 8), with "its extensive transparent areas", permits "the hovering relations of planes and the kind of 'overlapping' which appears
7

Gyorgy Kcpcs: op. cit.
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in contemporary painting"; and he proceeds to reinforce this suggestion with a
quotation from Alfred Barr on the charac1cri:-;lic "transparency of overlapping

planes" in analytical cubism N.
In Picasso':.; [, 'Arlesienne (I jig. 9), the pictUIT that provides the visual support for these inferences, such a transparency of overlapping planes is vcry obviously to he found. There Picasso offers planes apparenlly of Celluloid, through
which the observer has the senSallOl) of looking; and in doing so, no doubt his sensations arc somewhat similar to those of <l hypothclical observer of the workshop
wing at the Bauhaus. In each case a transparency of materials is discovered, But
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gularly free of this quality. Thus, for evidence of what we have designated phenomenal transparency, we shall he ohliged to look elsewhere.
Le Corhusier's villa at Garches, almost contemporary with the Bauhaus,
might fairly he juxtaposed with it Superficially, the garden facade at this house
(Fig. 10) and the elevatiolls of the worksh()p wing at the Bauhaus are lIot dissimilar. Both employ cantilevered floor slabs, and both display a recessed ground
floor. Neither admits an interruption or the horizontal movement of the glazing,
and both make <l point of carrying the glazing around the corner. But now similadtie!'; cease. From here 011, one might say that Le Corbusier is primarily occu-

10

in the laterally constructed space of his picture, Picasso, through the compilation
of larger and smaller forms, offers the limitless possibilities or alternative readings, while the glass wall at the Bauhaus, all unambiguous space, seems to he sin~
8
(lnd

Sigfricd (i icdion: ,)'pace, Time,
Cambridge, Mass.

/\rdlitec/llrc,
1954; pp, 4<)(), 491.

pied with the planar qualities or glass and Ciropil.ls with its translucent attributes.
Lc Corbusier, by the introduction of a wall surface almost equal in height to his
glazing divisions, stiffens his glass plane and provides it with an over-all surface

36

ten:->ion, while (Jropius permits his translucenL surface the appearance of hanging
rather loosely from a fascia which protrudes somewhat in the fashion of a curtain
box. At Garches we can enjoy the sensation that possibly the framing or the windows passes behind the wall surface: at the Bauhaus, since we arc never for a
moment unaware that the slat is pressing lip behind the window, we afe nOlenahlcd
to indulge in such speculations.
At Garches the ground is conceived of as a vertical surface traversed by
a horizontal range of windows (Fig. 11); at the Bauhaus it is given the appearance
of a solid wall extensively punctured hy glazing, At <farches it offers an explicit

11

indication of the frame which carries the cantilevers above; at tlw Bauhaus it shows
somewhat stubby piers which one docs Hot automatically connect with the idea of
a skeleton structure, In this workshop wing of the Bauhaus one might say thaI
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Ciropius is absorbed with the idea of establishing <1 plinth upon which to dispose
an arrangement or horizontal plal1e~ (Fig. 12), and that hi~ principal concern
appears to be the wish that two of these planes should be seen through a veil or
glass (Fig K). But glass would hardly seem to have held such fascination for I.e
Corhusier; and although one can obviously sec through his windows, it is not precisely here that thc transparency of his building is to be found,
At Garches the recessed surface of the ground floor is redefined on the
roof by the two freestanding walls which terminate the terrace; and the samc statement of depth i~ taken lip in the side elevations by the glazed doors which act as

12

conclusions to the fenestration, I n these ways i.e Corbusier proposes the idea that
immediately behind his glazing there lies a narrow slot of space traveling parallcl
to it; and of course, in consequence of this, he implies a further idea ~ that hotlnd-
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ing thi:-; slot of space, and behind it, there lies a plane of which the ground floor,
the freestanding walls, and the inner reveals of the doors all form a part; and
although this plane may be dismissed as very obviously a conceptual convenience
rather than a physical fact, its obtrusive presence is undeniable. Recognizing the
physical plane of glass and concrete and this imaginary (though scarcely less rcal)
plane that lies behind it, we become aware that here a transparency is eiTectcd not
through the agency of a window but rather through our being made conscious or
primary concepts which "interpenetrate without optical destruction of each other".
These two planes arc not all; a third and equally distinct parallel surface
is both introduced and implied. It defines the rear wall or the terrace <lnd the penlhOll~e, and is further reiterated by other parallel dimension!:>: Ow parapets o[ the
garden stairs, the terrace, and the second-floor balcony (Fig. "Ie). Each of these
phHlCS is incomplete in itself or perhaps even fragmentary; yet it is with these par~
allel planes as points of reference that the fat;ade is organized, and the implication
of all is of a vertical, laycrlikc stratification of the interior space of the building, a
succession of laterally extended spaces traveling one behind the other.
This system of spatial stratification brings Le Corbllsier's fat;adc into the
closest relationship with the Leger we have already examined. III Three Faces Leger
conceivcs of his canvas as a field modeled in low relief. Of his three major pancls
(which overlap, dovetail, and alternatively comprise and exclude each other), two
arc closely implicated in an almost equivalent depth relationship, while the third
constitutes a c()u/isse disclosing a location which both advances and recedes. At
(larches, 1Je Corbusier replaces Leger'S concern for the picture plane with a nlost
highly developed regard for the frontal viewpoint (the preferred views include
only the slightest deviations from parallel perspective); IA~ger's canvas becomes
Le Corbusier's second plane; other planes are cither imposed upon, or subtracted from, lhis hasic datum. Deep space is contrived in similar coulisse fashion with
the fac;ade cut open and depth inserted in the ensuing slot (Fig. -11).
One might infer that at Garches, Lc Corbusier had indeed succeeded in
alienating architec{ure from its necessary three-dimensional existence, and in
order to qualify this analysis, some discussion of the building's internal space is
necessary.
On first examination this space appears to be an almost rlat contradiction of the fac;atk; particularly on the principal floor (Fig. 13), the volume revealed
is almost directly opposite to that which we might have anticipated. Thus the glaz~
ing of the garden f(t<;adc might have suggested the presence of a single large rOO/l1
behind and it might have inspired the belief that the direction of this room was
parallel with that of the faC;adc. But the internal divisions deny this statement and
instead disclose a principal volume whose primary direction is at right angles to
that which might have been presumed, while in both principal and subsidiary vol-

lIIlles the predominance of this direction is conspicuously emphasized by thc flankillg walls.
The spatial structure of this floor is ohviollsly more complex than it
appears at first, and ultimately it compels a revision of tllCSC initial assumptions.
The nature of the cantilevered Hlots becmnes evident; the apse of the dining room
introduces a further lateral stress, while the positions of the principal staircase, the
void, and the library all reaffirm the same dimension. In these ways the plancs of
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the fac;ade can he seen to effect a profound modification or the deep extension of
space which is now seen to approach to the stratificd sllccession of r1altened spaces
suggested by the external appearance.
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So mllch might be said for a reading of the internal volumes in tcrrns of
the vertical planes; a further reading in terms of the horizontal planes, the floors,
will reveal similar characteristics. Thus, after recognizing that a floor is not. a wall
and that planes arc not paintings, WI) might examine these horizontal planes in
very much the same manner as we have examined the fa<;adc, again selecting 'J'hrec
Faces as a pointofdcpartufc. A complement or 1,6gcr's picture plane is now offered
hy the roofs of the pcnthow;c and elliptical pavilion, by the summits of the freestanding walls, and by the top of the rather curiolls gazebo all of which lie on the
same surface (Figs. 11, 14). The second plane now becomes the major roof terrace
and the cou\isse space becomes the cut in this slah which leads the eye down to
the terrace helow. Similar parallels arc very obvious in considering the organjza~
tion of the principal floor. For here the vertical equivalent of deep space is introduced by the double height of the outer terrace and by the void connecting living
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room with entrance haH; and here, just as Legcr enlarges spatial dimensions
through the displacement of thc inncr edges of his outCf panels, so Le Corbusier
encroaches upon the space of his central area.

Thus throughout this house there is that contradiction or spatial dimcllsions which Kepes recognizes as a characteristic of transparency. Therc is a continuous dialectic between fact and implication. The reality of deep space is con~
stant.!y opposed to the Inference of shallow space; and by means of the resultant
tension, reading after reading is enforced. The five layers of space which throughout each vertical dimension dividc the building's volumc and the four layers which
cut it horizontally will all from timc to lime claim attention; and this gridding oJ
space will then result in continuous fluctuations of interpretation.
These possibly cerehral refinements are scarcely so conspicuous at the
Bauhaus; indeed, they arc attributes of which an aesthetic of materials is apt to he
impatient. In the workshop wing of Ow Bauhaus it is the literal lransparency that
Giedion has chiefly applauded, and at Garehes it is the phenomenal transparency that has engaged our attention. lfwilh some reason we have been <lblc to relate
the achievement of Le Corhusier to that of Fernand Leger, with cqual.iustifiea~
tion we might not icc a community of interest in the expression or (lropius and
Moholy·Nagy.
Moholy was always preoccupied with the expression of glass, metal,
reflecting substances, and Jight; and Gropius, at lea:-;t in the 1.920.'), would seem to
have been equally concerned with the idea of using material:-; for their intrinsic
qU(ltitics. Both, it may be said without injustice, received a certain stimulu,s from
the experiments of Dc Stijl and the Russian constructivists; but both were apparently llnwiUing to accept certain more Parisian conclusions.
For seemingly it was in Paris that the cubist "discovery" of shallow space
was most completely exploited, and it W;lS there that the idea of the picture plane
as a uniformly activated field was most entirely understood. With Picasso, [haque,
(iris, I,eger, and O:/,enfant we arc never consciolls or the picture plane functioning in any passive role. Both it, as negative space, and thc objects placed upon it,
as positive space, arc endowed with an equal capacity to stimulatc. Outside the
Ecole de Paris this condition is 110t typical, although Mondrian, a Parisian by adoption, constitutes one major exception and Klee another. But a glance at any representative work of Kandinsky, Malevich, EI Lissitsky, or Van Docsburg will reveal
that these painters, like Moholy, scarcely felt lhe necessity or providing any distincl spatial matrix for their principal objects, They arc prone to accept a simplification or the cubist image as a composition of geometrical planes, but arc apt to
reject the comparable cuhist abstraction of space. For these reasons their pictures
offer LIS compositions which floal in an infinite, atmospheric, naturalistic void,
without any of the rich Parisian stratification of volume. And the Bauhaus may be
accepted as their architectural equivalent.
Thus in the Bauhaus complex, although we arc presented with a composition of slabljkc buildings whose forms suggest the possibility of a reading of ,space
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by layers, we arc scarcely conscious of the presence of spatial stralificatiol1.
Through the movements of the dormitory building, the administrative offices, and
the workshop wing, Ihe first floor may suggest a channeling of space in one djrec~
tion (Fig. 15). Through the countermovement of roadway, classrooms, and audi··
torium wing, the ground floor suggests a movement of space in the other (Fig. 16).
A preference for neither direction is stated (Fig 17), and the ensuing dilemma is
r?solved, as indeed it must be in this case, by giving priority to diagonal points of
VlCW.

Much as Van I)oesburg and Moholy eschewed frontality, so did Gropius;
and it is significant that, while the published photographs of( 'arches (Fig. 19) tend
to minimize factors of diagonal recession, almost invariably the published photographs or the I.jauh<llls (Fig. 18) tend to play lip just sllch factors. The importance ofthcse diagonal views of the Bauhaus is constantly reasserted by the translucent corner or the workshop wing and by sllch features as the halconies of the

Colin Rowe and Hobert Slull:ky
'l'ral1sparency

The Bauhaus reveals a succession of spaces hut scarcely "a contrHdiction
of spatial dimcnsions". Relying on the diagonal viewpoint, (lropius has exteriorized the opposed movements of his space, has allowed them to flow away into
infinity; and by being unwilling 10 attribute to either of them any significant difference of quality, he has prohibited the possibilities of a potential ambiguity. Thus
only the contours of his blocks assume a layerlike character (Fig. 18); but these
layers of building scarcely act to suggest a layerlike structure of cither internal or
external space. Denied the possibility of penetrating a stratified space which is
defined eilher by real planes or their imaginary projections, the observer is also
denied the possibility of experiencing the conflict between a space which is explie~
jt and another which is implied. I-Ie may enjoy the sensation or looking through it
glass wall and thus perhaps be ahle to sec the exterior and the interior of the huilding simultaneously; but in doing so he will he conscious of few of those equivocal
sensations which derive from phcnomenal transparency.
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dormitory <lnd the protruding slab over the entrance 1.0 the workshops, features
which ret] uire for their understanding a rellunciat ion of t he principle of frontali! y.

Lc Cor busier's League of Nations project of 1927, like the Bauhaus, pos~
scsses heterogeneolls clements and functions that lead to an extended organization, (Ind to the appearance of a further feature which both buildings have in COlll-
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Transparency
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CoUn Rowe and Robert Slutzky

'I'ransparency

mon: the narrow block. Bul here again similarities cease, for while the Bauhaus
blocks pinwheel in (I manner highly suggestive or constructivist compositions (Fig.
17), in the I ,caguc of Nall()J1s these same long blocks define a system of striations
almost more rigid than that at Garchcs (Fig. 20).
In the League of Nations project lateral extension characterizes the two
principal wings of the Secretariat, qualifies the library and book-stack area, is rc-
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emphasized hy the entrance quay and the foyers of the General Assembly Build~
ing, and dominates even the auditorium itselL There, the introduction of glazing
along the side walls, disturbing the normal foclIs of the hallllpon the presidential

box, introduces the same transverse direction. The contrary statement of deep
space also becomes a highly assertive proposition. It is chiefly suggested by a
lozenge shape whose main axis passes lhrough the (Jeneral Assemhly Building
and whose outline is comprised by a projection ofthe auditorium volume into the
approach roads of the COllI' d'/zonneul' (Fig. 21). But again, as at Garches, the intimations of depth inherent in this form are consistently retracted. J\ ClIt, a dis-

21

placement, and a sliding sideways occur along the line of its major axis; and as a
space, it is repeatedly scored through and broken down into a series of lateral references - by trees, by circulations, by the momentum of the buildings themselves
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'I'ransparcncy

- so that finally, through a series of positive nnd negative implications, the whole
scheme hecomes a sort or monumental debate, an argument between (l rcal and
ideal space.
We will preslIme the Palace of the League of Nations as havillg heen huilt
anel <tn observer following the axial approach to its auditorium (Fig. 22), Ncccs~
sarily, he is subjected to the polar attraction of its principal entrance. But the block
of trees "vhich intersects his vision introduces a lateral deflection of interest, so
that he hecomes successively aware, Hrst, of a relation between the nanking onicc~

inflected toward the auditorium, is defined hy, and reads as, a projection of the
hook stack and library. While finally, with the trees as a volume behind him, the
observer at last finds himself standing on a low terrace, confronting the entrance
quay but separated from it hy a rift or space so complete that it is only by the
propulsive power of the walk behind him that he can be enabled to cross it (Fig.
23). With his arc of vision no longer restricted, he is now offered the General
Assembly Building in its full extent; but since a newly revealed lack of foeus compels his eye to slide along this facade, it is again irretrievably drawn sideways, to

i\
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building and the foreground parterrc, and second, of a relation between the crosswalk and the courtyard of the Sccn:tariaL And once within the trees, beneath the
i<)\\' umbrella they provide, a further tension is established: the space, which is

the view of the gardens and the lake beyond. And should the ohserver turn round
from this ril't hetwecn him and hi:-:; obviolls goal, llnd should he look at the trees
which he has just left, the lateral sliding of the space will only becoll1e more deter~
mined, emphasized by the trees themselves and the eross alley leading into the
slotted indcnture alongsidc the hook stack. Ir the observer is a man of lHoderate
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sophistication, and if the piercing of a screen or a volume of trees by a road might
have C01110 to suggest 10 him that the intrinsic function of this road is to penetrate
similar volumes and screens, then by inference the terrace on which he is stand~
jng becomes not a prelude to the auditorium, as its axial relationship suggests, but
a projection oflhc volumes and planes oflhc office building with which it is aligned.
These !'ltratifications, devices by means or which space becomes constructed, substantial, and articulate, arc the essence of that phenomenal transparency which has been l10tjccd as characteristic of the central postcllhist traditiOll. They have never been noticed as characteristic of the Bauhaus, which

s.,

/

J ,eague of Nations project is extensively glazed, such glazing, except in the auditorium) is scarcely of capital importance. At the Palace of the League of Nations,
corners and angles are assertive and definite. At the Bauhalls, Ciiedio11 tells LIS,
they arc "dematerialised". At the Palace of the League of Nations space is crystalline; but at the Bauhaus it is glazing which gives the building a "crystalline
translucence". At the Palace of the League or Nations glass provides a surface as
definite and taut as the top of a drum; but a1 the Bauhaus, glass walls "flow into
one another", "blend into each other", "wrap around the building", and in olher
ways (hy ~~cting ~~s the ahsenc~ of plane) "contribute (0 that process of loosening
up a htllkhng whICh now domln~.ttes the architectural scene" f).
But we look in vain for "loosening up" in the Palace of the League of
Nations. It shows no evidence or any desire to obliterate sharp distinction. l,c COl'busier's planes arc like knives for the apporlionate slicing of space (Fig. 2:'). [I' we
could att.rih~te to spa.ce the ~Iualities or water, then his huilding is like a dam hy
means oj which space IS contaIned, embanked, tunneled, sluiced, and finallyspillcd
into the informal gardens alongside the lake. By contrast, the Bauhaus, insulated
in a sea of amorphic outline, is like a reef gently washed by a placid tide.
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obviollsly manifests a completely different conception of space. In the League of
Nations project Le Corbusier provides the observer with a series of quite specific locations: in the Bauhaus he is without such points of reference. Although the

The foregoing discussion has sought to clarify the spatial milieu in which
pi1ellollwllal transparency becomes possible. It is not int.ended to suggest t hat phenomenal tra tlsparency (for a II its ell hisl descent) is a necessary cons1 ituenl of mod~rn arci1itcell~re, Jl~H' that its presence might be lIsed like a piece of litmus paper
lor the test of archltectural orthodoxy. It is intended simply to give a characterization of species and also to warn against the confusion of species.
9
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Bernhard Hoesli
Commentary

In -1948 t-lcnry-Russcll Hitchcock's book J'aintillR Toward I1rclzileclllrc
was published in New York by Duell, Sloan & Pearce. Untilthcsubscqucnt appearHnce in 1964 of "Transparency", by Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky, there was no
further work in English concerned exclusively with aspects of the connection
between modern painting and architecture.
Hitchcock, writing in -194R, con:-;idcrcd it essential to explain, hy way of
introduction, the uniqueness and significance of abstract painting and to contrast
his theme historically with the 19th Century; he was then able to characterize the
main currents or development in painting and architecture in a predominantly
descriptive Ill<tllncr. Thus Frank Lloyd Wright, I.e Corbuf.;ier, (~ropius, Oud and
Dudok, Mies van del' Rohe and ultimately Niemeyer, Japanese woodcuts, Cubism,
I .eger, Mondrian, ;\rp, Klee and Miro are all f.;imiJarly mentioned, while the 20's
in Paris, De Stijl and the Bauhaus receive special aHcnlion. In every argument,
ideas and observations rely heavily upon the completeness of the references and
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chronological ordering for their significance; if we therefore disregard digressions
into possibilities oJ the "integration" of modern works of art and the "newarchitecture" , it would appear that Hitchcock is interested first and foremost in differentiating between the various climatic zones and symbiotic relationships within the Modern Movement.
As a conclusion 10 this survey, two theses emerge which prove themselves
sooner, however, in the consequences of the above than the subsequently revealed
premises, theses which form the basis of the entire study, and which should provoke and stimulate the goal-oriented "Toward" in the title far more than they
substantiate or prove it. The intention, no doubt, is not to he polemic but rather
mildly pedagogic. The first or these theses is emtmdied in the declaration, not
exactly new at that time, th(lt "the central meaning and basic value of abstract art,
whether painting or sculpture, is thal it makes available the results of a kind of
plasLic research that can hardl y be undertaken at full architectural scale." The studio or workshop of the fine artist is to he conceived of as a laboratory, so to speak,
where experimentation and research take place. The second thesis states that the
forms of the "New Architecture" whose decisive impulse for being nrose from
new technical methods and a new consciousness of social responsibility, could only
have crystallized owing to the catalytic effects of Modern Art: "But these forms
remained generally invisible (except in the work of Wright), unrealized and merely immanent, until catalytic contact with the experiments of the advanced-artists
of a quarter century ago brought them to crystallization." And it follows from this
that the study of abstract art not only hat> the capacity to help us understand how
the forms of contemporary architecture are brought into being hut also has the
power to further influence their development.
It should be obvious why this work, hardly known any longer today, has
been gone into here in some detail: it concentrates concepts and ideas which grew
and spread in the two generations following 191 g and reminds us of the climate
that continued to exert a strong influence for many years after 1945. The thoughts
that form the basis of this work and the knowledge which has been condensed into
the foregoing theses arc not mentioned here in order that we may test their SllP~
positions and import. Rather, they have been brought up because, within the narrow framework of this theme, they document -"- "lS intact and unshakeable qualities of a concept of the Modern and its development
thc pragmatic
goal-orientation of thought and empiricism of method in whieh the complex and
innately contradictory legacy of the 1020's developed in the period aner '1945.
Seven years after the appearance of f litchcock's overview, "Transparency" was written. There is an unmistakable shift in mood from the first sentence: where the earlier work expanded and suggested, this one contracts and
defines; where Hitchcock is content with enumeration and description, Rowe and
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Slutzky strive for differentiated clarification of conceptt> and for conclusions that
require nothing less than precise ohservation and the ability to draw the neccssary
distillctions. There is nothing in the later work of the almost imploring urgency
with which the new forms of expression in painting; and architecture were brought
to the reader in 1948 - a matter-of-fact acquaintance with these forms was much
more tacitly assumed by 1955. Alld above all, J filchcock sees all the forms he is
itemizing as clements or a present and continuing development of the new and
unique that will lead to an ideal result in the end. He sees his own task in this
process as that of bringing all these new expressions of form, certainly still confusing and difficult to survey but all thoroughly welcome and equivalent in effect,
into relationship with one another, to explain them and 10 suhslantiate tbem
through study and reflection. In contrast 10 this, an exploration into transparency
ensues upon material no longer emhroiled in controversy, requiring no justifica~
tion, and dating from a period of development perceived as belonging to the past.
Its gra:;p reache:; into the present through the distance of history, and if it is not
bereft of passion, the intensity of its engagement arises nevertheless from a valuation of the already existing and not from a welcoming of the new. Certainly differences in age and temperament may well be exerting their influence here- - crllcial, however, is the understanding that a :;ignificanl climatic change has taken
place: Tbe "Modern Movement" is now history. With this detached and impassioned distinction between a phenomenal (figurative) and a literal transparency,
the authors also differentiate between two kinds of "modern)' architecture. With
this thcy demonstrate that the "modern" is not homogenous, that its manifesla~
OCHlS arc not the same in kind or in worth. And this discernment in tUrn implies
that distinctions must be made between totally differing requirernents and intentions, that empirical thought and pragmatism suffice neither for the study nor for
the production of architectural achievements. Sullivan's "every problem contains
and suggests its own solution" and "the vital idea was this: thallhe function created or organized its own form" (The Autobiography of urt Idea) proves to have
been as grave a seduction into confusion as it was an inspiration. The requirements
of the commission and the location arc no more than modified factors upon which
the (t{fpJication of a theory can work. The process of defining and clarifying the
concept of transparency reminds us that architectnre exists only in relation to a
theory o/" architecture.
Exact ly defined, this twill concept or actual and apparent tnll1sparency
appears above all to be a precise tool for the study of architedure. [t distinguit>hes
between Essence and Appearance in tbe concept of transparency, and refers to
the relationship between Content and Form in architecture ,--" and to the still enormOlls question of whether a building is, or whether it means.

tJu

Applying the concept of transparency in thc figurative scnsc to buildings fr0111
I ,c Corbusicr's first creative decade reveals essen! ial insights into the principles of hiB spa~
tial organization and makes it possible 10 expose and comprehend a characteristic uniqueness of the I.e Corhusier spatial effect. The dialectic between full corporeality and the
illusion of shallow space, the multiple interpretational possibilities of his formal relationships, the classification of form and function in his buildings ,-~ these have never been made
clearer. And indeed made clear from the object itself, without benefit of "extra-architectural" association. The concept of transparency, as defined by Rowe and Slutzky,
becomes a tool for study; it makes understanding and evaluation possible. But it also
becomes immediately and simultaneously an employable operative means enahling lhe
intellectual ordering of form during the design process, as well as its graphic representatiOll.

In general:
Transparency arises wherever there are locations in
space which can be
assigned to two or more
systems of reference ~
wl1lere the classification is
undefined and the choice
between one classification
possibility or another
remains open.

I,c

(:orbu~icr's puri~t

image is
huilt up in layer~ in the
Cubist tnH.lition. The attempt to brc;;tk up
the formal organization dearly and IIIHnn~
biguously into actual planes demonstrates
that it is impossible to fix all the forms
clearly in space. Il is typical of transparency in the figurative sense that the situatiun
of individual font1s in spaee is ambiguous.
corre~pondingly

" ... the fayade Ii~l cut open
and depOt inserted in Ute ensuing slot"

(I'. 3R).
"The reality of deep sj)Hee is
constantly opposed to the inference of
shallow space" (p. 41). This is [.creeptihie at every point in sp~,cc; the observer
can see himself in relation to one or the
other order, "and by means of the
resultanl tension, reading after reading
is enforced."
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Hadrian's Villa

Sainl-Die 1945

In the ideal plan for Saint-Die, the arrangement of layers is
parallel to the Meurthe Valley; from the cross view it can
be seen that the silhouette of the Vogesen landscape has
been incorporated into the architectural order, transformed
into the "rear plane", and that "frontally displayed
objects" have been clearly presented "in a shallow,
abstracted space" (cf. pp. 30 and 32).
In the idealized space of the layers, the long sides of
the Unite assert the depth of real space.

Charactcri~lic is employment or
the axi~, the strongest mcans hy which to
archilectonically captufe spatial depth: a
deep cut penetrates the arrangement or
layers rrom hoth north (lnd south. Into
the n~sulling depth the Centre administratif (I) and the cathedral have been
in~erted; compare aJ~o p. 3X:
"Deep space is contrived in
similar coujisse fashion with the fa<;ade
cut open and depth inserted in the ensuing slot.
'j

Hadrian's Villa is a structure of two orthogonal system~ twisted away from yet <-lgain~t
one another. Where these systems push
together, scams are created between the
structural groupings that could rail within
two or more systems of reference. Here,
however, the sy~tems arc bluntly shoved
against each other (compare with the detail
()r the library), the scums are merely tttted
togcthcl', the systems do not overlap. Only
in the area of th(") C1U101ms is transparency
in the figurative sense inferred.
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Jaipur

Transparency makes possi~
ble an analogous classifica~
tion of function and archi~
tectural form.

At the characteristic point where the
outer (lnd inner paths to the core of the
complex divergc, the ohserver can sec
himself clearlY in relation to both
systems of order,
The choice for one or the ot.her
path also means entry into one or the
other systcm of g,COtllctric arrangcment.
GeomctI'Y as image.

Braque

The network of ~trects and the systcm of
palncc grounds, pnrks and topographically
determined irregularities penetratc and
overlap.

In such visual presentations lies
an approach to a ~tudy or the COilcept of
"collngc" in dty 1)lanning. Colin Rowe's
and Fred Koetter's study "Collage City"
was first published at MIT Press,
Cambridge, Mass, 197R.

Oris

The entire layout is related to two orthogonal grids turned at a 4:1" angle to one
another. In contrast to Hadrian's Villa,
there arc in this case numerous points
::'\vhere both referencc systems intersect,
overlap and incxtricclhly interweave,
This gives rise to transparent
organizations of form which indicate
above all spatial tmnsitiolls Hnd announce
the existence of possible directions for
movement in space or make them clearly
visible and available to choose.

TmUSI)31'cncy as diffcrcntiation und
intcgmI ordeI'ing, as tignfc and licld.
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Ph, Johllson:

Alht!rti: Sant' Andrea, Mantua

Boissonnas I ~{)llSe

Palladio: Villa Emo

Transparencies typically appear in Palla~
dio's floor plan along the main axis of the
composition: in this way the porch is made
part both of the distinct arrangement of
levels in the center structure of the Villa
as well as of the segment of the axis that
passes vertically through the whole complex Hnd shapes the exterior space.
For each and every inlerior space
on this main axis, two slHltial groupings
are l)OssilJie.

The side altar niches arc set ofT from as
well as incorporated into the standardized
interior, which forms the fertile ground
from which transparency in the figurative
sense arises: the observer is vil'tuully
suspended between the forward momentum of the nave and the opposing effed
caused by the perpendicular layers of
space that penetrate its length one nrtcr
the other.

Inside this complex arrallgement, which
incomparably fuses constructive regularity
with the diversity necessitated by functional usc, transparency creates the multiple readings of possible spalial relationships and connections.

(iH

L-C:

Villa Sa[;:lbhai 1955

FLlW:

Unity Tcmple

chain of cross-sections and the
mcrous' lateral extensions readable as
perpendicular to them "will all from
time claim attention; and this
of spaee will then result ill COll, I1nctllatiolls of interpretation"
~'p. 41) of the spatial connectiolls.

In the additive structure of the chain of Citmhan cross-see>tions, alignments of the lateral wall perforations create spatial relations perpendicular to the primary direction of the
room segment.
Transparency permits flexibility within a formal
arrangement.

r

II

The connection between the central cavity
and transept arms call he read as intersec~
tiol1, protrusion, attachment.
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Ullmann llollsc
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l'vfartin (-lollse 1<)04
Already in I()I? the space of

the "Maison Turquc" in La Chaux~dc
Fonds ~ recalling motifs of Auguste
and Frank Lloyd Wright was
tlllmistakably built up in layers over the
In lhe volumetric structure, however, the
cruciform docs 110{ lead to a transparency
of space but rather to clear and defined
intersections of prismatic structures'" in
which at most incidental al'cas of sluice
develop which can be simultaneously
classified as various volullles.

cruciform floor plan.

Mics vau dcl' Robe

L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,

The pillar as a solution to the limitations
of space creates a fusion of interior and
exterior t:l.pace almost without transition,
and allows f()r J}UlllerOliS intersecling
zones that can be perceived horizontally
ill every possible connection. Perceived
vertically, however, this muhiguit.y is
volml1ctl'ically rcsolved and clarified.

Falling Water 1936

The cruciform rioor plan model that
intensively preoccupied J:rank I,j{)yd
Wright for more than a decade after 1893
is all amhiguous form par excellence.

?
0

The reduction of space-defining clements on free-standing walls and
the dissolving of spatial borders
betwecn interior and exterior space
encourage literal trul1sp~ncl1cy. Transparency (ntlK figurativc sense, though,
is as impossible ill the space hetween
the floor and ceiling slahs as it would be

in a Moholy painting where, it is true,
partially transparent formal clements
hover in a continuous space, dividing
and activating it, hut where the spatial
relationships nevertheless remain clearly readable (cL)1, 31 (01'),

*'*
A wonderful work 011 Wright's
formula for the volumetrica! org'lOi:r.atioll of
the Prairie llouse: H ichard C ivlac( :ormac,
"The AnalolllY of WrighL's Aesthetic", The
Architedural Review, February 1%8.
""'tlling Water" and Jean Baier's.
image are Inyers of slabs in spm:c. The OPPOSItion of stratification HIl<J space, however, docs
110t disintegrate into a higher order or l1Iutunlly organized form (in which only then the
.
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L-C:

a Carthage I

Maison CUlTutchct P)SO

In a structure characteristic or I,c COfbusier, horizontal layers arc continuously pierced by deep, vertical cuts.
I,c Corbusier's pronounced
<l11d persisting preference for tW()~st()ry
a(c1icr~tYrc living spaces with inset
balcony floors - typical of the earlier
villa designs as well as for the liYing
quarters of the Unity Temple -,- acquires
new meaning when seen through the
concept of transparency.

192K

The two-story space with interior balcony
is obviollsly charged with a kind of folkloric cmotion*, I rowe-vcr, it also embodies h"cc-I
Lc Corbusicr's always provocative Ol)l)()sition of effects (here, the horizontal and
the vertical), simultaneously postulated
and overcome (here, actively sharing a
cOl11mon air space): transparency

____ c~_c_cc_c,,_~~~~~__"

The connection between the space of two separate
levels through a common expanse of air has the effect not
only of optically increasing the size of small rooms but also
of generating ambiguous spatial relations.

*
(Euvre Complete, Vol. I,
p. 31: "O(JVRJR LES YEUX'·
NUllS mangions dans un petit restaurant de cochers, du centre de Paris;
il yale bar (Ie zinc), 1a cuisine all
foud; une soupcnte coupe en deux la
hauleur du local; la devanlure ouvre
Slir la rue. Un beau jour, 011 d6couvre ccla et 1'011 s'apefyoit que les
prcuvcs sont ici prcse11les, de tout
un mecanisme architectural qui peut
correspondre a l'organisation de In
matson d'ull hom me."

The spatial zones are differentiated and united. Transpanmcy malces the a6Jalogous classification of use
and space possible.
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Symmetry as a means of
organization is exclusive
subordinate and
absolute; transparency as
a means of organization
places series of visual
gmupmg possibilities in
u-eletion to one anotheu"
and throws them open.
I
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and through thc transparent organizatiun of formal clemcnts a series of
readings arc set ill incessant fluctuation; compare <llso p. 41;
"There is a continuous diakctic hetween faet and implication."

Michelangelo: Stages in the design of the fac;adc of S. [,orcllzo, Florctlcc*
The series of sketches rrom I to 4 for the design of the fH<;adc beautifully
demonstrates how the distinct yet conflicting contrast between the spreading lower segment of the fa<;ndc alld the superimposed, elevated center portion (I) is gradually
resolved.
In the last design, (\ situation has been rC<}l.:hcd whereby first the lectonically
stratified organization of the vertical, then the horizontally laid rows of vertical clements
lay equal claiJl110 the observer's attention \-vith a continuous interaction, all taking place
within the generally uniried effect exerted by the fa<;ade.
Each clement in the fal;ade organisation is ambiguous, and can he seen in
always new connections of form and meaning.
Rowe and Slutzky referred to
the cx<1tnple of S. I A)1'eIlZO aln:<ldy in
19.')5.

P;lrt or the lirsl sequel to the 1955 study
is a detailed <lllillysi:> of the transparent
forms in this wonderful fa,ade; hopefully
the two sequels to the present work
which are mentioned in the Forward will
nile day be issued.
1973. In "Perspecta 13/14",
I 'J7 L a sequel appeared to the study of
I YSS, '"Transparency: r,iteral and Phenomenal". Analysis of the S. LorcJ\/,o
fa<;ade pp. 2V3"i<)6,

To begin with, the overall form. (\ "
sprawling ::.;h~ln-likc structure ---- (s deflllcd
«() and identified as <\ vcrti~~'lla:ycr of
SIHtCC hy a clear differentiallon between
the open icnp,lil of the front and the
clo:-icd \valls spanlling the sides. The
framework constructed by the edge or the

ceiling and the narrow rim of the end
walls stretches the space into 11 fidd similar to a picture plane, thereby carvin,!!, out

a border.

The development of the fagade of the High Court building is

a demonstration of transparency as a means to formal orga~
nization in the frontal elevation.

~~~""~~-"<?~

~

I I I I

Next, the planes impli{~d by this
innncdintcly pierced and
the sculpture of the ramp system is jnscrl~
cd into the newly formed opening (2).
fl'Hl1lm\'orl{ Hl'C

In the weekend hOllse "aux
Mathes" or 1935, the primary spatial
tension is brought about by usc or the
same means and in the same way.
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The first stage of development is an
inventory of all structural clements; the
areas of the main floor have heen made
externally clearly rcadabk and function as
simple itemization, addition or series - the
actual constructional state of the mUltiple
stories is clearly visible as layering (3), ;\11
relationships arc clear; the horizontal

series and the vertical layers remain
unconnected.

I

In thc "projct d'cxccution", the organization of the fm;adc is radically altered: it is
110 longer concerned with the direct
"word-Io-word" expression of the spatial
and constructive groundwork cornpkLcd
for the construction. These arc n()wrcpl'C~
sented hy horizontal and verlical formal
clements woven into a complex system of
form in which series and layers overlap
and intersect, and it is this complex inter~
weaving which fosters the development of
transparency.

The row of supports at the uppermost
level appear from the front 10 be parl of a
bulging aJld massively perforated concrete
skin (an inversion of the horizontally
curved wall of ROllchamp?), implied by
the slender frontal planes of the brise-

so/dt latticework. The two layers

0"

the
nrc laid oldically one inside thc
othcl', cl'cating a scnse of space c()ntain~
"a~ade

ment.

The two uppermost rows of the briscsolei! imply one row of vertical formats
opti~any intcrsecting 01' OVCl'h11)ping the
horizontal continuity of the balcony.

Manufacture

horizontal is related to the vertical SlIpsystem through the suggestion of res is-

a Saint-Die
The planes of the brise-solcil, pan de
velTe and alignmcnt of supports that stand
one behind the other are clearly separated
in the Manufacture Saint-Die; in the I-Jigh
huilding at Chandigarh, they
I. "I'lx,,,) to interpenetrate, then once again
to diverge,
In this way, a "dialectic between
fad mul implication" (cf. p. 41) is oncc
Inorc )J'( d ., I I ' .. 1 -,' t·, . )'1 . ~
>

It enables the undivided
union of complexity and
coherence.

(:iHl1111cnlary
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BCnlhard f locsli

Towards architectural education:
An example from the architcchuat curriculum: To establish transparency in a :-;ystcm of overlapping,
rectangular surfaces using a number of
parallels; next, to interpret the drawing
as a floor plan projection and translate it
into a system of interpenetrating pri.s~
malic volumes.

Credo of the "Modern": Form
as result. In comparison: fl'onn as mcam;,
as catalyst of' design.

I
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It already seems to be difficult to imagine oneself back in that time. At
the ClAM Congress o[ 1953 in Aix-ell-Provence, the first voices were heard in a
still clurnsy atternpt to suggest a new relationship to the architecture of the 20's
and 30's: The model of the "Villa Radieuse" had lost its fervent fascination and
cornpulsion. Tn 1954 in London a new generation formulated, in the manifesto of
the "New Brutalism", the consciollsness or a new architectural climate. The "New
Brutalism" demonstrated [or the first time a manner of behavior [or the enlightened architects. It was thoroughly familiar with the executed buildings, the theoretical writings, manifestos and Ul1huilt projects as well from 1918 to 1933,; at the
same time, separated as it was by a generation from the spread oIthe "New Architecture", it must have seen it as history. in Milan, too, an attempt was made to find
the guidelines for the changed situation, while in Switzerland a recovery from a
well-tempen.~d passion rorthe Scandinavian was hegun. Simultaneously, the genius
Louis Kahn emerged from a period of studying the tradition of city planning in
Philadelphia, and in a few years created -- out of the unassailable tradition of the
Ecole des Beaux Arts and the legacy of Frank Lloyd Wright, Mies van der Rohe
and Le Corbusier·-· the foundation upon which an alternative to "Modern Architecture" quickly developed. The development since that tirue has also taught us
to recognize the s.ubliminal or repressed currents in architecture since 1918 and to
sec them anew,

Belween 1950 and 1965 a thresbold was crossed. Since then it seems hardly possible to hold ['ast to an idea of continuous linear tradition in Ihe architecture
of the 20th Century. The examination of the concept or trnllspareney in architecture belongs like the elucidation with which Philip Johnson, in "The Architec~
tllral review", displays his house in New Canaan as. a cornrnentary for prccedenlsetting cases, or the way Vincent Scul1y's article in "Ar1 News", March 1954, proves
the connection hetween Frank Lloyd Wright and the International Style -- to the
numerous symptoms announcing the end of "Modern Architecture". And it
engenders the thought that perhaps the idea o/fhe Modern in architecture is. altogether paling Hnd beginning to lose its force.
So the COllccpt of transparency bas consequences in two directions. It
gives us first or all the possihility to sec familiar historical structures through new
eyes, and it free::; us, because we allow it, to sec huildings and structures ill c()n~
ncctioTls independent of the differences between "historical" and "modern": secondly, it is a tool for the production of complex systems or order during the design
process. The fact that this is not only possible for us but even self-evident reveals
a special relationship to the development oIarchiteciure a/fcr 19/8: it must be seen
as his/oty. Our familiar image of the Modern appears to be just as much a history
01' an orthodoxy, of canonical succession, with faithful believers, unconverted heathens and heretics, which means that "modern architecture" has been put into
perspective. Before I 95(), this was still unimaginable.

Zurich, March 19M{

13.11.

Addendum
( 1982)

Bernhard Hoesli
Transparent torm~organization as an
Instrument of Design

Tn my commentary of 19681 was/irsl alall concerned ~vilh r;eneralizitlJ;
the concept o/phctloll1cf1u/ transparcmcy which Rowe and Slutzky had established
by evolving it from intense contemplation and a lightly reasoned morphological
analysis of two Lc Corbusicr huildings: the villa Los Tcrr<lsscs at Garchcs and the
League of Nations competition project.
Above all it was my intentio11 to show that the generalization: "transparency exists where a loclIs in space can he referred to two or several systems of
relations,~ where the assignment remains undetermined and the belonging to olle
or the other remains a mailer or choice" is a universally applicahle criterium for
characterizing form-organization jUf)t as for instance symmetry or asymmetry. To
ask if there is transparency in a form-organization is Iikc applying a piece of litmus paper and permils the distinction and exaet description of a quality which
might go unnoticed or, if nol, can only be circumscribed in an elaborate and CUIllbersome way.

X7

To apply the test of transparency is part of a morphological approach
that holds the e-xact description of a phenomenon as the necessary and indispem;able prerequisite for any insight, understanding or knowledge. It helongs to the
great tradition of systematizing effort that, say, in the case of botany, culminated
in the sovereign work of Linne.
The attempt to describe buildings or urban patterns independently from
their historical context, to sec them side hy side across periods of stylistic differences and to insist on a common quality in works from widely differing epochs,
produced by distinct social, technical and political conditions may disturb or shock
and dismay the historian. But of course it is not proposed to remove a particular
building from its historical and cultural context; to look for transparency is mereIya possibility to disengage part of its characteristic form.
The concept or transparency invites to sec differences that can provide
the key to understand qualities of uniqueness or similarity. And, especially at a
time when architects seem intent to consider history as a self~service store stocked
with all incxhaustab1c supply of motifs and forms, it should be useful and might
be sobering to welcollle precise tools that help to reduce motif, form and effect to
their "essential significant facts and [orces"1, so that we can, starting from these,
create the motifs and authentic forms out of the constituent factors of our own
time conceptually, lea ving out of count riirtat ion or abuse on a perccptionallcvcl.2
With the numerous examples where phenomcnal transparency once singled out can be observed, I then, in 196B, endeavoured to convcy the idea that
fransparellcy defined as a state of relatiollships between the clements of a formorganization, can also be considered and used as a means oIoJ"j.';anizillg fortn. That
aspect should have heen stressed, the idea made explicit.
Soon after the pUblicaiion or my commentary schools of architecture
entered the rapids of "la contestation". Architecture is a form of sociology, we
were told and, if concerned with buildings at all, a kind of social engineering at
best. There could not possibly be an interest in architectural form, which was
declared of no importance at all or "unmasked" as a device of oppression to the
advantage of the interest of a ruling class and to the detriment or the common
good. Interest. in problems of architectural form was held in contempt. Space was
denounced as architect's fiction.
Nohody call complain about a lack of interest in form today. It has come
back with a vengeance. To the impairment and impoverishment of all the rest
"Functionalism" is crit ici/,ed because it is imputed t hat it considered form as result;
now form is considered an agent of typology or a precedent at one's disposal.

Bcnwrd Ikrenson: Italian
PHintcrs of the Renaissance, in Meri··
dian 40,1957, p. 180.
2
J liSe (he (erm "authentic" as
introduced by Christian NorbcrgSdwlz. See: Towards an Authentic
Arcilitcturc, in: Thc Prcscnce of the
Past, At:adcmy FditiollS, London 19RO,
p.21.
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Architectural form must claim "autonomy"·. we are no\v told, that however it
docsn't really seem to enjoy.
The idea of form as lIeither all end in itself nor as a result of design but
as an instrwnellf of design seems still quile difficult to grasp.

The pl'edicament of forlll

One evidently creates forms in order to designate and inform. Something
that .is, is designated for someonc whom one wishes 10 inform about something
that IS. And he who tells wants to be understood. So there are two possihlities to
corrupt architectural form: The corruption of its relation to the reality of the usc
of the building, to what it is or the COlTuJ.JtiOIl of i1s nature as information.
Obviously there are several possibilities to explain the origin of /"orm in
architecture, to define the relation or form and usc or to specify the connection
between form and "function". They all purport t.o relate the inward functioning
and purpose of a building to its external expression.
Now if architectural form is "autonomous", if it should be divorced from
the intent and content of a huilding~ emancipated from a palpable relation to its
lISC -- there is a loss of truth, heIlce morality.
Two opposing views of the relation of content and form claim our atlenlion today, and both claim orthodoxy -- one in the defensive and engaged in rear
guard actions, the other in full vigour and expanding in various disgllises.
There is first the supposedly "functionalist" position contending that
"Instead of forcing the functions of every sort of building into a general form,
adopting an outward shape for the sake of the eye or of association, without rcf~
erence to the inner distribution, let LlS begin from the heart as the nucleus, and
work outwi.\rcL The most convenient size and arrangement of the rooms that are
(0 constitute thc building being fixed, the access or the light that may, of the air
that must be wanted, being provided for, we have the skeleton of oUt: building. "3
Or, as Louis Sullivan put it in the Autobiography olall [de((: " ... the function of a
building must predetermine and organize its form." That was based on ohservation of biological growth and form in nature and certainly must have been meant

:\
Horano (]ccenongl" Form
and Function, lJnivcrsily of California
Press, 1947. p. (iO, (iI, xvii.

l\(ldendllJH
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analogy. It prefigured Le Corbusier's poetic metaphor "Un edifice cst comme
une bulle de savon. Cette bulle cst parfaite et harnwniellse si Ie souffle cst bien
reparti, bien regIe de I'inlcricllf. L'ext6ricur cst Ie r6~ultal de l'int6rieur."4 That
understanding of the relation of purpose and form in architecture established the
connection of cause and effect. The form-reality of a building is seen as a function
of its envisaged lise in the sense of the mathematical term function: y:o:: f(x), a variable depending 011 constants and variables, the old "form follows function".
The second, 50 called "rational", understanding maintains in exact opposition to the first that "function follows form". And there is a coherent argument
based on ol.,servalion to demonstrate the validity and usefulness of this view. Most
buildings in a historicnl context demonstrate the basic continuity of form to which
ever changing usc was adapted; the Diocletian Palace of Spalalo, the stadion of
DOl11itian of Imperial Rome, the list of glorious fragments of fabric and or artiracl~ that bear witness is almost endless.
When the first explanation proclaims in the most radical formulation of
Mies van der Rohe "we re/lise 10 recogn;zc problems oIform, hut only problems
of building. Form is not the aim of our work, but only the result. Form, by itself,
docs not exist. .. "5 the second declares that in architecture there are only problems ottoI'm and design means to transform, to adapt form through deformation
and by quoting typological form~precedent, while the usefulness or a building will
take care of itself tiS a matter of course.
or course this seemingly revolutionary stance in the "postmodern" late
sixties was shrewdly anticipClted in the early fifties in the relaxed, more s()phisti~
cated, less polemical and possibly slightly puz:tJed observation of Matthew Nowicki that "form follows form".
Both positions in opposition mentioned in this argument have however
Ihis in conunon: they hoth are "either --- oe' and arc concerned with establishing
what has ascendancy, takes precedence or must claim priority -- purpose or form.
J'rank Lloyd Wright's contribulion to the collection: "IOrtlt and fUl1ction
arc onc" indicates a possible position outside the polemic. If rendered operative
this formula can lead to the hunch that suggest"> the idea that form is an instrument of design. Form in architecture could be understood as inslrflmcnt- neither
as typologically preexisting original position to which all else IJas to hecome subordinate, nor as following from premises as result.
Usc and form or a building or urban context mllst be understood as hut
two dljTcrcl1{ aspects of the same thing, and 10 design means that they have to
become fused through stubborn, patient work in a process of mutual adjustment,

4
Lc Corhusier: Vers une
Architeclure, Vincent, I<H~at, reprint
195X, p. 146.
:)
Philip Johnson: Mics vall der
Rohe, The Museum of Modern Art,
New York 1947, p. 104.

adaptation and reconciliation in which each is judiciously interpreted in tcrms of
the other.
This obviously presupposes a particular attitude or mind. Olle has to hc
willing to renounce a fixed point of view; one has to be prepared to sec contrasting or even contradictory notions as not necessarily eXcluding each other and
accept that "certainty" can only reside in a temporary stage in a sustained debate
in which each partner supplements and completes the other's position in a dialogue of give and take, of this-as-well-as-that.

Excursus on thc COIh.;Cpt of :U'chitcctul'al space

L':verthing that is implied by the term "usc", that is all activities for which
a building is intended, is a manifestation in space as is everything that is implied
by "form" of a building. Space can be said to be the common matrix of usc and
form. So it seems necessary at this point to introduce a concept of space to provide a possible reference for the further train of thought.
Concepts of space arc inventions. They have their lIsefulness, life span
and history. We call start with the axiomatic ascertainment that "space" is first of
all an element;lry existential experience of conscious man. "'l'aking possession of
space is the first gesture of living things, ... The occupation of space is the first proof
of existence."6 We can acknowlegde that this is the space of Plato: "the mother
and receptacle of all created and visible ... things ... , the universal nature which
receives all bodies ... and never in any way or any timc asslimes a form ... ".7 It hardly neither helps nor matters to call this "natural" space. Descartes made this 'universal' space clccessible in terms of arithmetics and geometry; in the second half
or the 17th century, Newton succedcd in formulating the universal laws that govern in terrn5 of physics the possible mechanics in this space. We can tcrm this mathematical-physical space. It is homogeneous, isotropic and infinite. It seems that
psychology too accepts this kind of space as the basie condition or perception I).
No need to point out thai it possesses no animis111, is not animate, that it can be
neither "exploded" nor "compressed" alld certainly docs not "flow", It'sjust there.
Nothing mysterious about it. It is.

6
Le Corbusier: New World of
Spnce, ReYllatd and Hitchcock, New
York 194X,p.71.
7
Rudolf Arnhcim: The Dynamics of Architectural Form, Ulli~
ver~ity of California Prcs~, 1977, p. 9.
B
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To create architectural space man has to interl'cre in mathematical-physical space in order to claim, stake out or mark ;:-l particular part of it. Thus architectural space is made noliceahle, it can he experienced, it ;,\' delilled. One can distinguish two different kinds of space-definition.
First: space-defining clements (e.g. walls, screens, piers, columns) set
bonds to, delimit, enclose, encirclc, fence in, contain, a particular piece (')f mathematical-physical space that can be felt henceforth. J\ space-boundary or spacedelimitation must be created and the sensation of space-definition is dclermined
by lhe measure of enclosures a space-boundary provides, One can then distinguish
interior, exterior, "inside H and "outflide" space and space between objects
(Fig. I).
Second: a space-defining clement activates by its volumetric prescnce a
locus in mathematical-physical space, it occupies space and thus by "dislodging
space" makes that we experience space. Its corporeality suggests that we experience our bodily existence and thus experience space.

Bernhard f loesl!

It follows tlwt space in terms or architecture i:s conceptually a continuous mediulll compri:sing the percepllwlly distinguished solid of mass and void or
space (Fig. 2).

2c

2b

2e1
As soon as wc sec and understand solid and void as equally participating
in or equally constituent of a figure-ground continuity it is no IOI~ge,r necessary to
insist on their perceptually antithetical nature. We know that bwldlllgs, volumes,

2<1

Part of the substratum of mathematical-physical space is transformed by
being architecturaJly defincd: it has become architectural space with distinguishing qualities and attributes.

2
Frolllll f)oeshurg diagram.

a Pattern oIspace-dejillillg
cll'lI/t'lIts in COllfillllO/iS space.
h Colloquial distinction oIsolid (f}/ass,
vO/IIIlIe) al1d void (space) hetwc('l1volulIl(','I\
c DC/Wllriillg Oil/he degree OIC/lc!osufc the
space,bolilu/myexerts, "iw'ide splice" can
be jf.>lt (IS p(lff of "ollf.'I'ide ,y!'wc". Splice is
COt/till/lOllS.

d "Illside SPlice" e(//I be au "ol/tside" in
other "ill.yide" sfJ(In~,y all
depel/ds Oil/he degree oIellchwlre.

Idll/ioll to
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contain space; in architecture "solids" arc only colloquially ,solid mass. Space inside

and between architectural ohjects is part of the same medium, the same whole
(Fig. 3a, b, c). One might suggest by hint of analogy that "volume" or solid and
"space" or void arc but phenotypical aspects of genotypically continuous space.
This dualistic concept of a figure-ground continuity of solid and void as
complementary aspects or space is, as all evidence reveals, the concept of continuous space oj'Modern Architecture. Frank LJoyd Wright arrived at it empirically
from abollt 1893 to -1906, de Slijl presupposes it for its spatial inventions, Mics van
del' Rohe no less than I.e Corhusicr conceives and works in it!.): continuous space
is the cOl11l11on denominator in relation to which much oJ the obviow; differences
of their work can be assessed. It is the reference that permits distinction or species
(Fig. 4).

3b

3c
Arthur Drexler says of the
Barcelona Pavilion; "Interior space
becomc!> a fllJid medium dUlIlIlcled
between pl<wc!>. Interior and exterior
!>pace, no longer rigidly opposed, arc
HOW simply degrees or lHodulatiolls of
the same thing," Arthur Drexler: Mil'S
van del" Rolle, Ravellshurg, 1960, p, 15.
And I.e Corhusier notes o( the Pompciian House in a remarkahle !>entcnce: "II
n'y II pas d'autrcs 6ICmcnts architeeturallx de I'intcricur: la lumierc et les
111111'S qui la rcfleehi!>!>cll( ell grande
<)

ll(lppe cl Ie sol qui cst un llJur horizontal. Faire des !Hun; 6daircs, e'est eOIlstitHer lcs dcments arcilitec(urallx de
l'int6ricur." Le Corbusier, Vcrs une
Architecture, Vincent, Frcal reprint
1958, p. 150.

3
a l1u: dc!{rcc 0fellc!osure is (/
lI1/'atlll'l! of how .\'trOll,;l), architeC/lim/ SP£1('('
Gill bef(,/!.
hie The def!,rec o/'ell('/osllrc decides Oil the
HfII!{t' of the pe/'(-,~!pt/{{/I field OJ' re/f.'H!IJ{'e: it
deterll/ilu's "ill.\'/de" lind "olltside", whether
figllre or groulld,
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In view of this concept of continuous space the Nolli technique of showing the space of a square extending into the naVe of a church Of into the colonnade
or a palazzo, though no less remarkahle, seems only "natural" and obviolls (Fig. 5).

5a

5c

Sb
4
4
S'!I(/cc-riefilliflX elell/cllls - walls,
pier.I", I'OItI!lIlI~·, slab.I' com-fella/ed ill llw
lIIedillm oJ COlllil/lIOm" .lj){ICI' dl'}i/lc {[rc/lifecfilm! Splice of varyilll-: dc;;nYJ' of ellclosure;
there afe "degrees or IJ/odulations of flw

5
a Nol!i's method of extcnding
fhe "opell" .1,!}(ICf' o(strecl, alley, (/Ild
Ii S{III{/H~ or Raft/e;, info (he l1/(lill "if/side"
hollow of('IlI/nli or jJlllace is perhaps ml

.I'(/fl/e (Iiill!;". Arthllr lJrexla, iMics I'll/I def

lIl/com·ciol/.l" delllonstration ora lectiN!; pJr
lhe jlgure-grollnd continuity Of.I'!)(1C(' of

Nohe, "avem"hurg IIJ6(), p. 15.

which solid find void (lrc ollly mlloqllially

alld pcn:epfliu!ly distinct but conceptua!!y
cOll1pfemCllfaty aspects of file sail/(' mediullI
- "Sf: nOll (; IIcro"!IIC arc at least ('fllit/cd to
tll(/t illleJpl'Cfalio/l.

c Palazzo lJarberilll~ ajkr P. Letarolfilly.
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Unnecessary the invention of sllch innocently endearing and cleverly
amusing notions such as "space and anli~space" or "positive space" (for void) and
"negative space" (for mass) 10 -"" one a quite f1irtafiolt: and unnecessary r~vercncc
(or nuclear physics, the other an only colloquially usclul and not. very hclpJul.trans~
fer of the device of positive and negative signs from arithmetlc to the subject of
space. There is of course no questioning the matter that is brought into focus by
such attempts (0 distinguish nor doubting the necessity of distinction, but to term
it thlls seems weak, because in doing so one llses quite inadvertently a perceptual every day colloquial distinction of rnass and space to presumably attain co.n~
ceptual vigour. I think it worth-while to work with a general concept that admits
of no exeptions but then provides for spedal conditions and explains the.m as spc~
cial cases as such rather than providing every single phenomenon WIth a new
tcrm that 1H1ggest a ncw notion. And, anyway, it may be useful to remember
Bernard Berenson's impatient and slightly sarcastic passage in Aesthetics alld History: " ... So the art writing of the (i-erman-minded has been more and more de~l
icatcd to discllssing space determination, space filling, space distortion, space thiS,
.
space IhaL .. "11.
It may be that attention to space is thc expression of an opcn SOCIety
where plurality is accepted and recognized, where contradiction is not only tolerated but held in esteem as inherent in thc condition hurnainc and where dialogue
is an indispensable technique ror mutual advanccment. And then, perhaps concentration on isolated objects is indulged in by a society seeking to escape COI11~
plcxil.y with the help of si;nplification of issues and in trying to find refugt:: in will~
iogly accepted authority or in the surrender to "history". If these COIlJcct~lI·es
should not he refuted, if these assllmtions are true - and, givell the interest of the
Neo~ Rationalists ill volume, il10i r neglect of space and their una hated concern for
the solitary object cven in the context of an urhan situation, .-- we may cherish the
hope that a persistent avoidance of all memory of "Th~ Moment or CU~)i~I~1:'12
and a continued evasion of the barely explored and yet Illexhausted pOSSibilities
of Modern space will prevail for some time to come; or wc can wOITY <lnd regret
that the "New World OfSP;:ICC"13 has perhaps vanished for good.
The conccpt of a figure-ground relation or solid and void in Continuous
,-)'pace permits conceptuallyeiTortiess oscillation between the two opposing aspects
of space, solid and void, which arc not secn as mutually exclusive but mutually
presupposing each other and being of equal value and enjoying "equal ri~hts" as
aspects or parts ofthe same whole. So buildings and spaces between buildlllgs are
seen as partners in a sustaitled debate protagonists in a dialogue "who progres-

I()
Stevcn Peterson, Space and
Anti-Space, in: The Jlnrward Review,
Vol f, MIT-Press, spring 19XO, p. 1)9.
II
Bernard Berenson: Aesthetics <lnd llistory, Doubleday Anchor A

36, t 954, p. 97.

12
John Berger; The Moment of
(:ubislll, Weidellfeld illHI NjC{)b,;()Jl,
1969.
J3
'J'ilk of I ,c Corhusier's book,
Reynald and llilchcock, N(;w York
1941).
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sively contradict and clarify cach oiher's llleaning".J4 To move a1 case in the space
that this dualistic concept of space descrihes most certainly helps the designer who
has to deal with plurality, complexity, contradiction - wit h the manyfold demands
of everyday reality.
For the present argument it would appear that a concept of space, that
conceives of the world of spacc as consisting or the two but complcmctary aspects
of solid and void, is the very matrix on which transparency call thrive. It is not Sttg~
gested that the COllcept of Continuous Space is the prerequisite or olle of the nec~
essary conditions for the existence of transparency or for creating a transparent
h)rl11~organizaljon. ]~lIt to work with this concept just possibly reveals an inclusivc
mentality refusing an "ejther-or"~approach, a willingness and capacity for conceiving and dealing with the "as~wcll~as" just as a taste for transparent formorganization might. The concept of continuous space and transparent formorganization call thus hoth be seell as manifestations of a frame of mind. One gives
J1leaning to the other.

Transparency Instrument of Design
Transparent rorrn~organizatiol1 should he considered as an instruJ1lent or
design, as a technique for creating intelligihle order as are ror instance the usc of
axial addition, repetition or symmetry. Transparency as orgnnizalion of form pro~
duces clarity as well as it allows for ambiguity and ambivalence. It assigns each
part not only one definite position and distinct role in a whole hut endows it with
a potential for several assignments, cach of which though distinct can he detcr~

Colin Rowe's felicitolls turn
Malhcmatil:s of 111(;
Idelll Villa ilnd Other I ;ssays, MJTPress, 1976, p. 194.

14

of phrase.
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mined from time to time by deciding in which connection one chooses to sec it.
Transparency then is imposed order and freedom of choice at the same time. The
transparent organization of ambiguowmcss would seem a particularly useful way
to create order at a time seeking emancipation from ohligation, at a lime of multiple and often irreconcilable conditions for a building, and perhaps contradictory expectations that ought to be met by successful design. Transparency as 1'01"111organization is inclusive: it can absorb contradiction and local singularities, such
as local symmetry for instance, without endangering the cohesion and readability
of the whole.
1\ transparent organization of space has, hecallse it allows and even
encourages mUltiple readings of the interconnections between the pariS of a whole
system of related spaces, a built~in flexibility or liSC (l'jg. (). (Flexibility is provid~
ed and exists through possible interpretatioll, through flexible lise of a supply or
possibilities inherent in a given arrangelllent or spaces and not through physical
flexibility of, say, movable partitions. Again we have the life-enhancing vigour of
the tension hetween fact and irnplicatioll, hetween physical fact and interpretation.

Sillce a transparent organization invites and encourages the fluctuation
of Illultiple readings, and suggests individual interpretation, it activates and
involves. The spectator remains not observer "on the outside", he hecomes part
ofthecomposition through Ilis participation. Heenters a dialogue. I.Ie has totiecide
and in "reading" <l facade, choosing one of several possible readings or the composition he is, at the same time, in his imagination, engaged in its creation.
ff thus supremacy of the visual and its individual interpretation over the
subject matter is assured, then meaning could be a quality that comes into being
through accruing, through sedimentation, and not be "attached" to certain forms
or motifs to which meaning is thought to be attributahle hy association or is
helieved to derive from precedent. Meaning can thus consist in the adhoc or repeated identification of the beholder with the object. Meaning then blossoms from personal involvemcnt, it is created in the act of focusing Oil one 01' the possible read~
ings of form relations that are latent, inherent or implied in the form-organization.
It is for these reasons that at a time of presumably pluralistic expectations, of contradictory wants, of individual needs and demands and the mannefist penchant for inversion and allusion, transparent form-organization might be of
particular value ,mel should enjoy considerable favor where the desire to create
inclusive form under contradictory conditions persists.
It would seem that transparent form-organization would he the instrument of design par excellence that permits collar;e as an attitude conducive to artifacts resulting from a technique that would render feasible "a way of giving integrity to a jumhle or pluralistic references" 15. It would materialize collage (lS a slate
of mind encouraging the "politics of bricolage", activity that "implies a willingness to deal with the odds and ends left over from human endeavour"!6. Phenomenal transparcncy is a means or form-organization thal permits to incorporate the heterogeneous clements in a complex architectural or urban tissuc, to
treat them as essential part of collective memory and not as embarrassment.

(,

6
Flcxihility ofl/se: an of/('r of

dUlcl'Cl/tialed span's lor /Jossiblt; lIses ;s
supplied by tlie Imflsparcllf or;;tllliz(I{iotl of
span~.

No1l'

(I

plIrl eml

be scp(I{(Itr'd 11011'

illtegmled;1I the whole (Frallk UOj'd

Wright, Marlin I-/ollse, lJuj{(//o IYtJ4,jloor
plan detail,' (j: page 70).

15
Colin Rowc and Fred Koel~
tel', Collage City, in Architcctural
Review, AugusL t97S, p, W),
J6

ihid., p. N3.
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{)rhall repair, Spalcnvorstadt, l~ascl,
Switzerland. !\ gap in the wall of the
street had to be closed. The idea was
to not only "fill" the gap but to unify
the entire heterogenous row !\ and

'" Competition entry by llocsli, Jansen,
Lueck, <-trchitcds, ZUrich, 19K I.

at the same time unite houses 0, II
and lJ to terminate it. f ·:le-mcllis oJ
texture from row J\ arc lIst.:d in a

transparent organization to weave
across the gap.'"

"l'JrJl!lHf 3Jilf 3bl 'iiJnum: JIlf JlF ~
JU\Jtlm: lHiAlll
t:I~'}il~r~[§~t,~~,J~;~;i;~~n.illJ!
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.

JUa;mi~d;r~~HU]tLl.~~lll~L ~
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A small baroque theatre, dismantled 011
a demolition site, has to be established
on a new site witb an arcaded frontage
along a major artery, an alley in the
back and small square to the lcft.*

*' Student Sell1lnar work cOJlducted
under Professor B. I (ocsli, Swiss
J'cdcral Institu[e ofcl'cchnology,
/,iirich, J 979--XO.

To posit the theatre with its main axis at
an (Ingle 10 the frontage accomrnodatcs

tile inner lobby~spacc in a transparent
position as prelude to the theatre and
extension of the square. Adaptation of the
axial sequence of spaces to the direction
of the street however is awkward and
reduces the outer lobby-area to residual
spaces that must act as poche.
The main axis of the theatre put squarc.ly
perpendicular to the frontage raises the
difficulty of how to relate to the square on

the left. By mean:;; of a transparent organization the lobhy~arca hecomcs a rich
fabric of spaces ill which the two ttirections arc accommodated and conflated.
Cloak~room, sitting area, bar and kiosk as
well as the spaces of the lobby act locally
as spatial poche and as a whole with
alternate readings as figure and ground.
This seems, with the hclp oflransparcncy,
a more successful solution than the previous olle.
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Transparency as cxprl'ssioll of the
impact of the outside forces 011 1<~_lC
ohject within the urban contcxt.·,·

'~Student work conducted under. Profes,sor B. HocsJi, Swiss h:dcral Institute 01
'1''' \))"
rl'l 19~(.J\1 I -.

The huikling's position in the
urban fabric: part of the connection between l.rainslalion A and
administrative centre B.
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Basel, Switzerland: urban housing Oil
former barracks grounds at the juncture of
the medieval part of Klcinbascl and its
19th ccntury exlel1sion.~'
Transparent organization used as device
for mcshing urban tissues. By the presence
of the two directional systems two persistent epochs or Basel's past are united and
made present in the 20th century graft.
Perhaps just a hit too intellectually preciow; Hnd selfconscious; acceptable more
in principle than in detail.

f' J )iploma project (;ontluctcd under
Professor B. tloesli, Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology, ZOrich,
1\}81-R2. Autbor: Willy Kladler.
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Venice, Italy: proposal for urhan redcvel~
opmcnt, fair grounds and exhibition area,
197K~' The special clements: two fine
residential blocks, a palazzo, the church of
Sall Giobbe, the old slaughter house.

'" Exhibition "Dieci Imowgini per
Venezia", IllS!). I ~I\lry by Bernhard
IloesJi and As~jsIHn(s, Swiss Federal
institu1e ofcl'cchllOlogy. Zi.iricil.

Existi1lg housing that must he preservcd.
directions that miglH become starting
for the organization in tcrms of gcomtransparcnt organization provides the

geometric system that can absorb the fragments of the cxisting urban fahric, the new
hOllsing and the isolated special clements.
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The existing structure of a former tannery

must be preserved as landmark and historical monument but adapted to be used as
part of a cultural tnl!cting centre with hOllsing and studios for resident artists and
visitors, workshops, conference rooms,
meeting halls. *
The architect has to deal with the theme or
public verslis private, to express himself on
how he sees the relation of individual and
~'Diploma

projcd conducted under
Professor Doll' SdlllChli, Swiss Federal
Institute or Technology, ZUrich,
1979- -XO. Authors: Marcel MeW and
Fabrizio Odlcra.

i -r, 't.··. •1

collective life; and his design must demonstrate the proposed relation in terms or
mass and space.
In these two proposals the spaces for collective usc _. the workshops> conference rooms
and meeting halls --- are arranged in the old
structure, whereas the individual rooms for
the artists were grouped together with the
studios, set apart and arranged in housing
units quite like a residential area.

Thb is a perreetly valid solution to the
problem; it juxtaposes the two parts of tbe
programme like workers housing and factory. But if we assumc that it is possible to
have another vision of the relation of individual and collective life - not a separation
like downtown for work and suhurb for
living -- one might think of a Carthusian
monastery or a small town as model.
If we suppose that this design follows sllch

a lllodel there arises the question of how
the kinds of spaces, puhlic and private, for
collective and individual lise can he brought
into conjunction yet be differcntiated, while
at the same lime the old and the added new
parts of the whole must be distinguished.

JJ:i
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11crc the theme of individual and collective
life is interpreted as a monastery-like
island, introverted, with a hard COiltoUr.;~
The spaces for collective lise arc assigned to
the volume of the old factory, the rooms
and the studios for individual usc afc
grouped together. Roughly a rcctangh: and
an I ,-shape arc joined at an angic, the two
direclions of its sides generate two orthogo-

nal grids that correspond to the two kinds
of spaces, the more public and the private
as well as to the two components old and
new or the whole, The joint is a filler and
only in the pivotal area of the entrance
court arc there traces of a possible transparent organization. Tln'ls the whole is very
much still the slim of its two parts, a com~
pact constellation of its two main clements.

In this proposal the whole is interpreted as
something akin to a monastery, a closed
world in which individual living, individual
and collective work arc separate yet together. There is the lJ-shape of the individual
residential units and the studios turned at
an angle to the main extension of the old
factory which contains the spaces for collective usc. Old and new, public and private,
arc assigned to two directional systems that

,,
'.

are fused in the voluJ1IC of the factory. I-lcrc
lhe unioll of the two kinds of spaces
becomes palpably real in the multiple
readings of the transparent spatial organizatiOll.
"' Diploma pr()jcelconduclcd under Professor B.
Ilocsli, SwisS (,'cdcrallnslitulc ofTechnoj()gy,
Z[irich, jlJ79-KO. Authors: ({. IhuJl!-icilolcll <lnd
St. Lucck.
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In this third case the cuHural cenler is
interpreted as a piece of urban fabric or a
small town in which living and working,
public and private, arc mixcd.* The transparent organization is complete: old and
now, public and private areas, collective and
individual usc, arc inseparahly interwoven
in a many facetted, rich, texture and all
meanings mentioned above an: stated in
terms or the geometric properly of belong-

grcssivcly how transparent fornl~organjza~
tion can he used to unify and differentiate
within a complex yet clear organization,
how meaning is present in terms of space.

ing 10 {he one or the other orthogonal

system of directionB that generate the plan.
There is identity of meaning and geometry.
The sequence of the plans indicates pro-

'" Diploma project conducted u1l(lcr prorc~sor B.
I focsli, Swiss Fcderallnstitlltc ofTcchnoJogy,
ZUrich, 1979·g0. Author: M. Jarzombek.
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Axonomctric drawing.
This drawing, called collage''', might be seen
as the synthetic prototype of plan -'1 pro~
duccd inlile laboratory condition of a fOl"mexercise. It delllonstrates the virtues of a
transparent form-organization: multiple
readings, complexity in unity, ambiguity
and clarity, involvement of the user who
choscs and connects through participation,
tangible meaning in terms of geometry.

~'Education of an Architect, Exhibition
catalogue, Tile Cooper Union School of
Architecture, New York, 1971, p. 290.
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A note on poche.
Poche, litcr;:lily: blackened; parts of plan
or section filled with black to indicate the
parts of a structure that arc cut, as could
he done by stippling. We may get clOReI' to
the usefulness of that resurrected term if
we think of "l'oeur poch6", the poached
egg. For if we conncclti1c verb "pocher"
with "la poche", the pocket, thell
"pocheI''' can become "mcttrc en poche"
and the past participle. "poche" could be
said to signify pocketed or "bagged", put
into a bag, German: cingcsackt. So, then
"poche" would he an ideal shape put into
a bag, surrounded with tisslle. And that
precisely seems to have happened with
square, semicircle and other ideal shapes
at the bottom of the Vatican Gardens.

And if \vc consider the imprinl or struclure on the plan as ground that acts to
disengage the figures of the enclosed
spaces ~ very similar to the "black lines"
ill a Mondrian that arc perhaps all that's
left from a black field after white and
color rectangles have becn placed on it ~
one rnay say that the procedure here
presupposes apparently a primary interest
in the object-figure and that one is intent
on preserving its ideal form. One can then
experience each individual spacc one a{
the time and one after the other. Poche is
like the mortar joints betwecn the individual stones and blocks of a rubble-wall.
Attention is reserved for the part and
there is, perhaps, less a comprehensive
feel for the whole.

The whole very often rcmains hut (he slim
of its parts Of at least attention to the individual part enjoys supremacy over attention
to the whole which is rather object than
field. On one hand a consciousness of parls,
on the other an intuition o/" the whole.
PociuS as "joint" or transition takcn as
figure, obviollsly refers as an "inbetween"
to the adjoining spaces that act against itjust as a locus in space in a transparent
position that "can he referred to two or
several systems". Aside from possible
diiTerenccs in scale olle is acting ill terms oj'
mass, the other in terms oj'sp{{ce; we recognize the joint as mass or as space, as solid or
as void.

It would tllt:n appcar that transparency and
poeht: arc related hy inversion: in a transparent form-organization there arc spaces
that refer to two or several systems just as
poche docs as "solid" muss in a complex
whole consisting or several discrete spaces.
In terms of the whole their roles arc equivalent, just as solid and void arc in terms of
continuous space. Poche is present as material, transparcncy as space both are,
though inverted and opposing as existence,
eq ual a:-; performance.

